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FOREWORD 

The Tasmanian State League (TSL) Rules and Regulations have been re-drafted based on suggested and requested changes to the Rules and 
Regulations that were adopted by Tasmanian State League member clubs.

They are drafted with a view that all clubs should recognise and accept the following basic premises:

A club has priority over every player under 19 years of age in its development zone.

A player cannot play for a TSL Club unless he is registered, and unless he is also included in the Club's Player List of 72. 

A Club will have no more eligible senior players on its list than the 72 list permits except in the case of Burnie and Devonport whose lists shall 
comprise 35 players plus 5 rookie players under the age of 18..

* A temporary clause has been added to section 1.6.5 in respect to the Prospect Hawks Football Club and will remain in place until the end of 
the 2017 calendar year unless otherwise decided by TSL Management.

The General Manager and Operations Manager will be the mediators in any dispute concerning the rights of a particular club to a particular 
player. In the event of these persons are unable to reach a verdict in disputed cases, the TSL Arbitrator shall be required to arbitrate.

Dissatisfied clubs and players have the right of appeal to the TSL Arbitrator where the rules so provide.

If a player refuses to register with his zoned club, applies to go elsewhere, and appeals against a decision not to allow him to do so, such 
appeal should be disallowed.

All players must indicate their willingness to abide by the TSL competition rules and regulations by signing the competition registration form 
and the club contract form. 

The copy of the TSL Rules and Regulations that is provided on the TSL website at www.tasmanianstateleague.com.au will be deemed to be the 
current rules.

The Rules and Regulations are not intended to be a legal document. They are framed with the intention that all TSL Clubs accept them as 
guidelines in the belief that the TSL General and Operations Managers and Club personnel will work in a spirit of co-operation in the best 
interests of the TSL as a competition, all Clubs making up the competition and the players themselves.

OBJECTIVES
The Tasmanian State League (TSL) and the Clubs, wish to ensure 
that the teams fielded in the competitions conducted by the TSL 
are as strong and evenly matched as possible. The support of the 
public and the opportunity for players to develop and employ 
their skills both depend upon the TSL continuing to conduct 
vigorous competitions between evenly matched and financially 
viable Clubs.

In order to achieve these ends, the TSL has adopted these Rules 
and Regulations to supplement the provisions of contracts 
of service between players and their clubs with a view to 
facilitating the exchange of players between league clubs and 
providing a system that will:

•	 Encourage TSL clubs to nurture young players within their 
specific development zone

•	 Attempt to equalise the competition

•	 Provide all TSL club football departments with a clear 
framework concerning the football operations of the TSL 

•	 Provide clubs with some flexibility in respect to the 
management of players



ADMINISTRATIVE POINTS 

THE RULES

These rules are considered reasonable by the TSL and that each rule 
shall be read and construed independently of the other provisions of 
these rules.

Parts of a rule may be valid if other parts or provisions of the rule 
were deleted.

ALTERATION TO RULES

These Rules and Regulations may be amended or varied from time to 
time by the TSL Rules sub-Committee.

At least a majority of the TSL Rules sub-Committee must support any 
proposal before these rules can be altered.

FINAL DECISION

Where these rules provide for decisions to be made or action to be 
taken by the General Manager and Operations Manager of the TSL 
or the appointed TSL Arbitrator, it is acknowledged that they are 
responsible to TSL Rules sub-Committee for decisions and actions, and 
make those decisions and take that action within the context of TSL 
policies and guidelines.

Any TSL club that feels aggrieved in any way for being in contravention 
of the Player Rules & Regulations may appeal to the TSL Rules sub-
Committee. 

Should the TSL Rules sub-Committee be satisfied that any person who 
is in breach of or who has failed to comply with these rules has acted 
honestly and, having regard to all the circumstances of the case, ought 
fairly to be excused from liability, it may relieve that person wholly or 
partly from that liability on such terms and conditions as it thinks fit.

It is reasonable, therefore, to suggest that TSL Rules sub-Committee 
Committee may make a final decision on any matter relating to these 
rules when they believe that an honest mistake has been made.

INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATIONS OFFICER

The TSL shall be entitled to exercise its discretion to utilise the services 
of an Honorary Independent Investigations Officer to investigate any 
matter pertaining to the Rules & Regulations



1. REGISTRATION AND TRANSFER

1.1 AUTHORISED OFFICERS
Each club shall lodge a list of four (4) persons who shall for the purposes of these rules, be the club's authorised officers. Any of these 
officers of the club have the right to act on behalf of the club in all matters including, but not restricted to, transfers, registrations and 
in the termination of matches. Should a person be replaced in this capacity, then the club must advise the TSL immediately. These 
people would normally be the President, the Football Director, the General Manager/CEO and one other person delegated with the 
authority to act on behalf of the club.

1.2 REGISTRATION PROCESS
The registration process will be carried out primarily by the Operations Manager. The Operations Manager shall hear and determine any 
question relating to the right or qualification of any person to play with any particular Club. In the event of any dispute in this area the 
Rules and Regulations sub-Committee will sit and vote in judgment. If no decision can be reached by this body then the matter would 
be referred to the TSL Arbitrator.

In signing a TSL registration form a player agrees to follow all of the rules and conditions set out in this document.

1.3 REGISTRATION OF PLAYERS
Any player aged 15 years or older at the commencement of the relevant calendar year may apply to register with TSL as a player with 
a Club.  The following conditions apply to the Club and the player. Should a player reach this age after January 1st then, the club may 
apply for registration at that time but not later than June 30th.

1.3.1 Obligations of the TSL

(a) Ensure any application for registration lodged is in accordance with these rules.

(b) Approve those applications, which conform to these rules.

(c) Reject those applications that do not conform to these rules and advise the club accordingly.

1.3.2 Obligations of TSL Clubs 

(a) Clubs may not play any person who is not registered with that club. This player would be considered ineligible and the 
penalty would be in line with rule 1.4 concerning ineligible players.

(b) Clubs must complete a registration form (TSL Form 1) signed by the player (and parent/guardian if under 18 years of age) 
and an authorised officer of the club.

(c) Clubs may not register any player who is already registered with another club, unless he is transferred in accordance with 
these rules.

1.3.3 Obligations of the Players

No person may apply to register with a TSL club as a player unless

(a) He is zoned to that club (i.e., has lived in that club's development zone for a period of 18 months or more) See 1.6.7 
Development Zones; or

(b) He is an interstate player who has not lived in any club's development zone for a continuous period of 18 months; or

(c) In the event of having been a listed player of another TSL club, or registered with any club, he is properly transferred to the 
TSL club with whom he now wishes to register.

1.3.4 Cancellation of a Registration

TSL Management may at any time cancel the registration of a person who is registered with the TSL as a player with a club if he 
is guilty of conduct, which is unbecoming for a TSL player or may bring the game of football into disrepute.

1.4 INELIGIBILITY
If a player is deemed ineligible to play and a club fails to comply with these rules, and the player participates in a match then it shall 
lose all its points in that game, including premiership points if applicable. The opponent in this game would gain the premiership 
points (if they had originally lost the game).

This penalty will be incurred for each game in which an ineligible player takes part.

1.4.1 Effect upon match percentage

The team in opposition to the team playing the ineligible player keep their match percentage (i.e. the scores stand) but the 
team playing the ineligible player record zero points for and keep their against score.

1.4.2 Individual statistics

From the game where an ineligible player is included will stand. That is, all players would receive a game against their 
individual tally, goals kicked would be added to season tallies and any reports to the TSL Tribunal would stand. 



1.5 SPECIAL RULES RELATING TO REGISTRATION

1.5.1 Father/Son Rule

If a person's father has:

(a)  played in 50 or more Senior matches with the TSL club; or

(b)  played in one TSL club for a combined total of 85 Senior or Reserve / Development League Grade matches in at least five 
(5) football seasons; or

(c)  been elected as a life member of any one TSL club; or

(d)  held a full time administrative position at a TSL club for a period (or a combined period if the employment is broken) of 10 
years shall qualify for his son's to play at that club under this rule; or

(e)  qualified for and been drafted to the AFL (or recruited by an AFL team prior to the draft) from a TSL club and then played 50 
AFL games or 85 AFL and State senior matches (as a listed AFL player) combined, over 5 years, in the same way as (a) and 
(b) above relate to TSL senior and reserves matches; then 

That Player shall be eligible to register with a club under this rule provided the person has not at any time been registered with 
the TSL as a player with any other club and the prescribed Claim Form (Form 5a) is lodged with the Player Registration Form 
(Form 1).

If a person registers with that club under the father/son rule then he shall cease to be tied to his zoned Club, if applicable.

1.5.2 The Brother/Brother Rule

The Rule is only to apply where brothers are forced to play with different TSL clubs due to changes in the development zone 
boundaries.

(a)  The first brother to play must have played his first game prior to reaching 19 years of age; and

(b)  Both brothers must have the same mother and/or father; and

(c)  The first brother must play either, development league, or senior level at the time of application, or has progressed onto AFL 
level through that TSL club

OR

(d)  Whose brother has played at least 50 senior matches or played in one club for a combined total of 85 senior or 
development league matches in at least five (5) football seasons.

If agreement is unable to be reached using these guidelines, the matter is to be referred to the TSL Arbitrator within fourteen 
(14) days of the prescribed application form being lodged with the TSL.

1.5.3 The Grandfather/Grandson Rule

If a person's grandfather has:

(a)  played in 50 or more senior matches with any one TSL club; or

(b)  played in one TSL Club for a combined total of 85 senior or development league / reserve grade matches in at least five (5) 
football seasons; or

(c)  been elected as a life member of any one TSL club; or

(d)  held a full time administrative position at a TSL club for a period (or a combined period if the employment is broken) of 10 
years shall qualify for his grandsons to play at that club under this rule; or

(e)  qualified for and been drafted to the AFL (or recruited by an AFL team prior to the draft) from a TSL club and then played 50 
AFL games or 85 AFL and state senior matches (as a listed AFL player) combined, over 5 years, in the same way as (a) and 
(b) above relate to TSL senior and reserves matches; then

That player shall be eligible to register with a club under this rule provided the person has not at any time been registered with 
the TSL as a player with any other club and the prescribed Claim Form (Form 5a) is lodged with the Player Registration Form 
(Form 1).

If a person registers with that club under the father/son rule or the grandfather/grandson rule then he shall cease to be tied to 
his zoned club, if applicable.

1.5.4 Interstate / International Players

TSL clubs may not have registered any more than 4 interstate / international recruits at any one time. For the purposes of these 
rules an Interstate / International  player is defined as a player that has transferred through the official transfer process from 
outside of Tasmania to Tasmania and who has not begun his senior football in Tasmania.

However:

(a)  Interstate / International players who play football in Tasmania for a period of three years will then not be regarded as an 
interstate player for the purposes of this restriction. This registration criterion can be accumulated over ‘broken’ stints in 
Tasmania football (not necessarily the TSL).



1.6  TRANSFERS
A player who desires to play with another TSL club or a community club or to play in another state must first obtain a transfer from his 
original club.

1.6.1 Procedures for Transfers 

(a) The player must complete, sign and date an Application for Registration / Transfer (TSL Form 1), and forward an application 
to the TSL and the transferor club via the Footyweb system.

(b) The completed transfer form (whether the transfer is granted or refused) must then be returned to the TSL within 14 days. 
For players leaving the TSL the 14 days begins when the destination league date stamp the transfer form. For players 
coming into the TSL the 14 days begins when the TSL date stamp the transfer form.  If not returned within 14 days, the club 
seeking the transfer may claim that player.

(c) Provided a player is eligible to transfer clubs under Rule 1.6.3, a transfer/clearance form is to be lodged with the TSL by the 
club seeking a transfer. The TSL shall approve that transfer/clearance and forward a copy to the club from which the player 
is seeking a transfer/clearance and the 14 day rule shall not apply.

(d) The transfer of players to TSL clubs from other leagues cannot occur between July the 1st and the Monday immediately after 
the TSL Grand Final (both dates included) unless the application for transfer is lodged on or before 4.00pm on the 30th June.  

During the Christmas/New Year period each year (as determined by the General Manager or Operations Manager and notified 
to all clubs) the TSL office will be closed and thus not able to record and forward transfer applications to a transferor club.  This 
holiday period will not form a part of the 14 days such that any application for a transfer that is lodged prior to this period 
where some part of the 14 day period falls within the holiday period will have the day tally suspended for the duration of the 
holiday period. 

Any application for a transfer that is lodged during the Christmas/New Year period will be recorded and forwarded as soon as 
practicable after the Christmas/New Year period. The 14 day period will commence upon processing by the TSL. 

(e) An application for transfer of a player between TSL clubs must be lodged with the TSL on or before 4.00pm on the 30th 
June. Any application for transfer of players received after 4.00pm on the 30th June or during the closed period July 1st to 
midnight of the Monday immediately following the TSL Grand Final both days included shall be refused by the TSL.

(f) In the case of a transfer of a player between TSL clubs, if the transferor club (the “Initial Transferor”) and the transferee club 
(the “Initial Transferee”) agree that the amount of the transfer fee, and the timing of the payment of the transfer fee, is to 
be tied to the number of TSL league games played by the player (“Per Game Fees”); and 

i. the Initial Transferee transfers the player to another league; 

ii.  the player subsequently transfers back to the TSL league to a club other than the Initial Transferee (the “Subsequent 
Transferee”); and

iii.  the Initial Transferee does not notify the Subsequent Transferee of the Per Game Fees that were agreed between the 
Initial Transferee and the Initial Transferor

The Initial Transferee shall be liable to pay the Per Game Fees to the Initial Transferor in relation to TSL league games played 
by the player with the Subsequent Transferee. 

(g)  Either the player or the club seeking the transfer may revoke an application for a transfer at any time prior to the 
application for transfer being accepted (by way of signature) by both the transferor club and the transferor League and then 
returned to the League of the club seeking the transfer.

1.6.2 Refusal of Clearance

A player can be refused a clearance under the following circumstances:

(a) The player is currently contracted

(b) The player owes money to the club

(c) The player is in possession  of club property

1.6.3 Interstate Players (this terminology shall also apply to players who re-locate and return from overseas)

Any player who moves interstate is subject to the AFL Interstate Player Transfer Regulations (see section 8), and the following 
local provisions:

(a)  A player who is registered with a TSL club and transfers interstate, shall remain tied to that TSL club as if he were at all 
times included in the club's list, whether or not he is so included until:

i. they are cleared by his TAS club to any other club. Clubs may list a player cleared to a community League as a 
Community Country Player (CCP) should they wish provided it is done immediately prior to clearance

OR

ii.  the expiry of 14 days from the receipt of a form 10 from another club.

(b)  Tasmanian players returning from interstate to the TSL, including AFL players, who wish to play for a different TSL club must 
apply for a transfer from their former club through the normal transfer procedure for a listed player. If this “different” club is 
the player’s original zoned club and to return to that club is the players choice, then he shall be permitted to do so transfer 
fee free.

(c)  Interstate players who have not previously played in the TSL may choose which club they wish to play for and be registered 
and listed as a normal zoned player, provided they have not resided in another club's development zone for a period of 18 
months or more.



1.6.4 Players Automatically Eligible for Transfer

A player is automatically eligible to transfer clubs if the following is applicable:

(a) He is 19 years or older, and is not listed or has been delisted by his zoned club.

(b) He is 24 years or older and has been a listed CCP for a period of 12 months.

(c) He is 19 years or older, is listed, and has made all reasonable efforts to train with the Club and obtain selection in the club's 
Senior League team.

AND

(d) has not played in the Senior team in the last two (2) TSL seasons, 

(e) has not played 40 games in five (5) seasons. 

NB: Injured or suspended games do not count.

OR

(f) is not contracted and wishes to return to his original zoned club. Such transfer shall proceed transfer fee free,

If a player is eligible to transfer according to rule 1.6.4.(a) and not listed then he should lodge a transfer form with his current 
club and this transfer shall be automatic unless the clearance is restricted under clause 1.6.2 (Refusal of Clearance). Upon 
satisfaction of this clause then the transfer shall be granted. 

If the player is eligible to transfer under rule 1.6.4.(b) and listed then the transfer process shall follow the following guidelines.

(f) Appropriate Form 10's are lodged for discussions.

(g) Application for transfer is lodged.

(h) Clubs negotiate.

(i) Deal done or Operations Manager acts as mediator after 7 days from the transfer lodgement. 

(j)  If no deal is arrived at after 10 days from transfer lodgement then application can be made to the TSL arbitrator by the 
transferee club.  

Players who are not eligible under these rules may still be transferred by negotiation between clubs. Market forces will 
determine the transfer conditions.

1.6.5 Players Under 19 Years

A player under 19 years of age may not transfer to another TSL club unless there is mutual agreement between the clubs as to 
the terms and conditions of such transfer. 

1.6.6 Listed Players

A Listed player of a TSL club may not transfer to another TSL club unless there is mutual agreement between the clubs as to the 
terms and conditions of such transfer.

1.6.7 Coaches 

A person who is registered as a player with a club may at any time become a non playing coach of another club.  He must, 
however, gain a transfer from the first mentioned club before being able to register as a player with the latter club.

Where a player is transferring to become the head coach and has not coached a TSL club previously, there will be no transfer 
fee applied. Parts (a) and (b) of 1.6.2 must be satisfied prior to the clearance being granted. However, if a player transferred 
under this rule then gains transfer to a third club, any transfer fee shall be shared equally with the original transferor club.

1.6.8 Zones

Players under 19 years of age are bound as a listed player of a club provided he meets the residential requirements detailed 
below.

(a) Development zones are as set out in Schedules 1 and 2 (see section 10 of this document) respectively of these Rules and 
Regulations.

(b) A person shall not be zoned to a club until he has lived in a club's development zone for a period of not less than 18 
consecutive months.

(c) A person who is zoned to one club must live in another club's development zone for a period of 18 months or more before 
he is zoned to the latter club.

(d) Permanent residence only shall apply. Permanent residence, for the purposes of this rule, shall be the address listed as 
the electoral address of the parents of the player concerned. If the parents live at separate addresses the determinant of 
residence shall be the one where the player lives for most of the time. Guides to be used in making this decision shall be

i. The custodial parent

ii. The school address

(e) A person who is temporarily residing within a zone for the purpose of attending a scholastic institution or who is 
temporarily in residence at a military or other service establishment shall not by such temporary residence become 
residentially bound to any club. However under the above circumstance transfer fees may still apply should the person wish 
to play with a club to whom they are not residentially bound.



1.6.9 Community/Country Player Transferring to another club (Not TSL)

A community/country player who transfers to another community/country club other than a TSL club, shall remain tied to 
his original zoned club for a period of eighteen (18) months, from the date of his transfer from the community/country club, 
notwithstanding that should he attain the age of 19 years and not be listed by his zoned club, he is then eligible to join a club 
of his choice. 

If a community/country player under 19 years of age wishes to transfer to a TSL club that he is not zoned to, he shall only be 
eligible to be registered after receiving a transfer from his community/country club and zoned TSL club.

1.6.10 Prospect Hawks transfers

(a) Current listed or zoned (under 19)  Prospect Hawks players who were not involved in discussions with other TSL Clubs prior 
to December 2, 2015 may be free lease to other TSL clubs for a maximum of two years (2016, 2017), or until such time as 
the Prospect Hawks re enter the senior TSL competition during this period.

(b) If a player who is free leased to another TSL club wishes to remain at that TSL Club after the agreed free lease term has 
expired, transfer fees will apply as per the Rules and Regulations of the competition that applied at the time the free lease 
agreement was entered into. 

(c) Where a club was involved in pre December 2, 2015 discussions with a current listed or zoned (under 19) Prospect Hawks 
player and failed to resolve the transfer, that club will not be permitted to enter a free lease agreement with that player 
but may renegotiate under the standard transfer fee Rules and Regulations.

1.7 TRANSFER FEES 

1.7.1 TSL Players

If a transfer fee is either mutually agreed upon by the clubs, or ultimately determined by the TSL Arbitrator, the player is not 
permitted to play until the settlement fee, payable at the time, is paid.

Similarly, if a TSL club agrees to lease a player from another club, the latter club may not play the player unless the lease fee 
payable at the time is paid in full.

Clubs may also agree to player trades which may include holding the trade  pick to a later time or on trading to a third party 
club.

Section 6.9.4 of these rules provides points to consider as well as a table of base guidelines that can be taken into account 
when determining a transfer fee / arrangement.

The only exception to these requirements is when the clubs mutually agree to allow the player to play.

1.7.2 Transfer Fees - Agreement Unable To Be Reached

If an agreement on a transfer fee for a TSL player, 19 years and older, is not reached between clubs within 14 days of a 
clearance refusal, the matter should immediately be referred to the General Manager or Operations Manager for mediation and, 
as necessary to the TSL Arbitrator for determination.

1.8 APPROACHES BY PLAYERS TO CLUBS

1.8.1 Listed Players 

(a) Listed players or expatriate TAS AFL de-listed players may approach another club, outside the closed period, provided a 
Form 10 (Notice of Club/Player Discussion) is lodged with TSL and the player's club, by the club approached, detailing the 
substance of such discussions within 24 hours of such discussions taking place between the player and/or his agent and any 
official, servant or agent of the other TSL club involved. Once lodged this form covers all discussions with the player at that 
time. However a second form must be lodged if an offer is made to the player and for every subsequent offer that is made.

 Penalty - $500

(b) No listed players, whether contracted or un-contracted may train with or promote any other club, unless there has been a 
mutual agreement in writing between Clubs on the terms with which permission is granted and a copy of the agreement 
forwarded to the TSL. Training and promotion is defined as involvement in any team activity or any activities to promote the 
club, either to members or the general public or other activities on behalf of the new club.

 Penalty - $500

(c) No listed players, whether contracted or uncontracted may play inter-club matches with any other club, unless there has 
been a mutual agreement in writing between clubs on the terms with which permission is granted and a copy of the 
agreement forwarded to the TSL. 

 Penalty - $1,000

(d) Listed players ineligible for transfer, under rule 1.6.3, or who are contracted, who approach another club must be told 
that they are ineligible to transfer. Contact must be made with the players’ current club to seek permission to extend the 
discussions if required.  

   Penalty - $1,000



1.8.2 Players Under 19 years

Zoned players under 19 years of age who approach a club are to be referred to their correct zoned club. Zoned players under 19 
years of age are not permitted to train with another TSL club, unless there has been an agreement in writing between the two 
clubs and a copy of the agreement forwarded to TSL.

Penalty - $5,000

1.9 APPROACHES BY CLUBS TO PLAYERS 

1.9.1 Listed Players 

(a) Listed players or expatriate TAS, and AFL de-listed players may be approached by another club, provided a Form 10 (Notice 
of Club/Player Discussion) is lodged with the TSL and the player's club within 24 hours of such discussion taking place, 
detailing the substance of such discussions with his agent and any official, servant or agent of the other TSL club involved.  
Once lodged this form covers all discussions with the player at that time. However a second form must be lodged if an offer 
is made to the player and for every subsequent offer that is made.

 Penalty - $500

(b) No listed player, whether contracted or un-contracted may train with or promote any other club, unless there has been a 
Form 10 A (Permission to play / train) lodged with the TSL and the players club and the clubs have agreed on the terms 
with which permission is granted and a copy of the agreement forwarded to the TSL. Training and promotion is defined as 
involvement in any team activity or any activities supervised by any member of the coaching staff at a club. 

 Penalty - $500

(c) No listed players, whether contracted or uncontracted may play inter-club matches with any other club, unless there has 
been a Form 10 A (Permission to play / train) lodged with the TSL and the players club, and the clubs have agreed on the 
terms with which permission is granted and a copy of the agreement forwarded to the TSL. 

 Penalty - $1,000

(d) Acknowledgement of the receipt of a Form 10A must be provided by the club within 48 hours. Resolution of the request 
must be completed within a reasonable timeframe as determined in consultation with the TSL Operations Manager.

(e) Listed players ineligible for transfer, under rule 1.6.3,or under contract, cannot be approached without the permission of the 
club to whom the player is currently registered.

 Penalty - $1,000

1.9.2 Players Under 19

No TSL club is permitted to approach a player under 19 years of age not zoned to their club. Zoned players under 19 years of 
age are not permitted to train with another TSL club unless there has been an agreement in writing between the two clubs and 
a copy of the agreement forwarded to the TSL.

Penalty - $5,000



2. PLAYER LISTS 

2.1 PLAYER LISTS

2.1.1 Each club must place all TSL players on a list, which must not exceed seventy two   (72) names except in the case of Burnie and 
Devonport whose lists shall comprise 35 players plus 5 rookie players under the age of 18.

           The initial TSL club list must be lodged with the Operations Manager no later than March 1st of that season.

2.1.2 All listed players must have satisfied the requirements of registration as stipulated in section 1 of these rules & regulations. This 
list will be referred to as the list. 

2.1.3 Eligible players may be added to or deleted from a club's list at any time but a club may only change their list 6 times.

2.1.4 Any player who has been delisted and cleared to another club cannot be relisted without first being cleared back to his TSL club.

2.1.5 Players who have come from interstate may be included in a particular club's list, provided they are transferred from their 
former club and then registered with their new TSL club. 

2.1.6 A player may not be included on the list of more than one club.

2.1.7 If a club makes alterations to its Player List, the deadline for such an alteration is 10.00am on the day prior to the League 
fixture. Such an alteration must be acknowledged by the Operations Manager. Clubs may only make 6 alterations to their list in 
any one season

 Penalty - $100

2.1.8  A player 19 years and over who is not listed by his zoned club may be registered and be listed by another club.

2.1.9 If a player 19 years and over is deleted from one club's player list he is eligible to be registered and listed by another club (see 
Rule 1.6 Transfers). 

2.1.10 The Operations Manager will peruse each club's list of players as circulated, or whenever requested to do so, to satisfy TSL 
requirements that the lists are correct and will adjudicate in any areas of dispute by clubs.

2.1.11 Players may be listed even if they have been cleared to another Community/Country League Club. These players are known as 
CCP players and must be shown as such on the list with the date that they were cleared

2.1.12 Listed CCP players aged 24 or older shall be allowed to remain on a clubs list for 12 months from when they are transferred to a 
community/country league. Following this period they become eligible to transfer through the arbitrator if agreement between 
clubs cannot be reached. They will remain on the clubs list marked as CCP players and marked on the Player management 
system to signify their eligibility for transfer. CCP players under 24 years of age may remain on the list.

2.1.13 CCP players shall be eligible for clearance to another TSL club following the period specified in 2.1.12 even though they may not 
meet the eligibility requirements of rule 1.6.3

2.1.14 A player cannot play TSL matches unless they are listed players.



3.  MATCHES

3.1 PLAYING SURFACE
The ground requirements are as stated in the 'Laws of Australian Football' booklet. Section C point 3 covers various requirements in this 
area.

In addition the TSL adds…

“That the minimum distance between the boundary line and the fence shall be  5 m save where this measurement is not achievable 
due to permanent or semi-permanent structures. In this case satisfactory and appropriate alternative shall be agreed by TSL 
Management, the Club and the venue owner. The total area of the oval including the area from the boundary to the fence, or the 
representation of the fence, will be referred to as the playing arena. No one other than those listed on the respective team sheets shall 
be allowed on this playing arena whilst the game is in progress.”

3.2 UNIFORMS

 Reference should always be made to the TSL Styleguide in conjunction with this rule.

3.2.1 Jumper Design and Colours

(a) Every club upon admission to the league shall apply for and obtain permission of TSL Management to use the colours, 
uniform and design under which the club proposes to play. All clubs must submit both a home and away uniform to TSL 
Management. 

(b) Any club desiring to vary or alter its colours, uniform or design shall first apply for and obtain the permission of TSL 
Management to make such variation or alteration and when approved the same shall be registered by the same process, 
provided always that notice of such change of colours or alteration of design is given to the league not later than the first 
day of December in the preceding year to that in which such change is to be effected. 

(c) The materials used and the manufacturing process of club uniforms must be approved by TSL Management, who will 
have regard to the product license agreements from time to time in force. Any variation to the approved material or 
manufacturing process must be approved by TSL Management.

(d) All jumpers must display numbers on the back.

(e) The following guidelines cover advertising space on jumpers. Clubs must also obtain approval for the type of sponsor from 
the Operations Manager prior to any new sponsors’ logos being displayed on Club Uniform. The Operations Manager may 
refer any decision to a special meeting of TSL Management. Failure to gain the necessary approval will incur a penalty. 

 Penalty – up to $1,000

JUMPER ADVERTISING SPACE

Sizes shown are maximum allowable.

TSL Logo 
Major 

Sponsor

Club 
Sponsor

100cm2 100cm2

Club Sponsor  
30cm x 30cm

Club Sponsor  
30cm x 30cm

Jumper  
Number

Club Sponsor  
or Other 

(30cm x 4cm)

Front of Jumper Back of Jumper



3.2.2 Shorts

(a) Players are permitted to wear their club uniform coloured shorts at all games except where there is deemed to be a clash of 
colours. In such situations, the "home" team will wear its club uniform coloured shorts and the "away" team will wear white 
shorts.

 For the purposes of this By-law, the following colours are considered to clash:

 Black v Black, Blue, Maroon, Navy,

 Blue v Blue, Navy, Black

 Maroon v Navy, Black

(b) Any club which permits its players to take the field in a uniform which does not comply with these requirements commits 
an offence in each match in which such uniform is worn.

 Penalty - $1,000

(c) All teams shall wear club coloured shorts at home and white shorts away except for the following approved allowances:

(d) Clarence shall always wear RED shorts for home and away games. This is in conjunction with their home jumper of White 
body and red V and their away jumper of Maroon body and white V. 

(e) Any coloured under-short or bicycle short, other than flesh coloured, is deemed to be a clash of colours for the purpose of 
this rule. 

(f) In any dispute, the final say in the question of coloured shorts will rest with the General Manager or Operations Manager.

  Penalty - $1,000

SHORTS ADVERTISING SPACE

• TSL sponsor on front – left hand side

• Any non-conflicting sponsor front of short RHS – 8 x 8cm2

• Across butt

  Approval for all short logos must be sought from the TSL Management.

3.2.3 Socks
Players must wear their clubs agreed coloured socks. These socks may have a sponsor's badge/logo on them.  All changes to 
sock designs and or sponsor logos must be approved by TSL Management.

3.2.4 Player Body Signage
Clubs may utilise the new opportunity of using body transfers to promote sponsors.  Transfers must be no larger than 5cm x 
5cm (or equivalent) and are subject to approval by TSL Management.

3.2.5 Football Boots

Football Boots must be worn when playing in the TSL and form a part of the official uniform.

3.3 SANCTIONING OF MATCHES 
No club shall play in any match without the sanction of TSL Management or the General Manager.

It is the aim of the TSL to be flexible in respect to the scheduling of matches. Where a team wishes to depart from the approved TSL 
fixture the first step is to liaise with their direct opponent for the game. The final decision will be left to TSL Management who should 
base their decision on the value and impact to the competition as a whole.

8 x 8  
cm

8 x 8  
cm

Club Sponsor

Front of Short Back of Short



3.4 TEAM SHEETS

3.4.1 No later than 45 minutes prior to the commencement of each game in any grade of the TSL competition the participating 
teams manager's shall present to the TSL appointed Match Manager 4 copies of the Official Team Sheet from the Sporting Pulse 
system displaying the following information:

(a) Surname, Christian names, registration number and jumper number of each player participating in the game. A maximum 
number of twenty two shall be permitted to play seniors and twenty four (24) at development league level. 

(b) Which players are starting the game as "interchange" players.

(c) Full names of the official team runner/s, interchange steward, chairman of selectors, coach, doctor, property steward and up 
to ten official trainers or water carriers

(d) Name and signature of the team manager.

Penalty - $1,000

3.4.2 No later than 30 minutes after the conclusion of the game the team manager will record the goal kicking and best player 
details on the Team Sheet, and include it in the match papers to be delivered to the TSL Match Manager.  

Should any person who is known to be a player or official of a club other than those registered on the Official Team Sheet, 
enter the playing arena during the playing time of a Seniors or Development League match, then that club shall be fined for 
each such entry.

Penalty - $1,000

3.5 TIMES OF COMMENCEMENT OF MATCHES
At all matches played in the league competition, unless otherwise specially arranged, a siren or other approved device shall be 
sounded when the Umpires enter the ground and when the game is started. The siren or other approved device shall be again 
sounded at the proper time for the termination and announcement of each quarter and at the end of the match. TSL management shall 
determine the starting times of all games at the commencement of each season.

3.6 PLAYING TIME

3.6.1 Senior games will be played over 4 quarters of 20 minutes plus time on, as per the AFL Rules. The breaks between quarters will 
be 7 mins (1/4 time), 20 mins (1/2 time) and 7 mins (3/4 time).

3.6.2 Development League games will be played over four quarters of 25 minutes with no time added for stoppages. Time on shall 
only be added in the event of a stretcher. No time on shall be added under the Blood Rule. The breaks between quarters will 
be 5 mins (1/4 time), 20 mins (1/2 time) and 5 mins (3/4 time).

3.6.3 All teams must move to position on the sounding of two sirens as a part of the game start countdown of the sirens. 

Fines of $20 per quarter will be imposed on senior teams who do not break on the sounding of two sirens. 

Development League teams are also expected to follow this protocol although fines will not be imposed in this grade.

3.7 DUTIES OF TIMEKEEPERS
Both competing clubs must provide a person to act as official timekeeper in all senior games.     

Penalty - $200

The duties and responsibilities of Timekeepers are as defined in Law 17 of the Australian Football League Laws of Australian Football.

Applicable to Seniors and Development League:

START OF THE MATCH 
5 minutes prior to the official start time 1 siren, Umpires enter field 
2 minutes prior to official start time 2 warning sirens 
1 minute prior to official start time 1 siren 
Official start time 1 siren 
Official quarter and three quarter time allowance 7 minutes

START OF THE SECOND QUARTER 
2 minutes prior to official start time 2 warning sirens 
1 minute prior to official start time 1 siren 
Official start time 1 siren

START OF THE THIRD QUARTER 
2 minutes prior to official start time 2 warning sirens 
1 minute prior to official start time 1 siren 
Official start time 1 siren

START OF THE FINAL QUARTER 
2 minutes prior to official start time 2 sirens 
1 minute prior to official start time 1 sirens 
Official start time 1 siren

Clubs that do not move to position when the siren is blown once by the timekeeper to signal one (1) minute prior to the 
commencement of the match shall be noted by the timekeeper.



3.8 CLUBS NOT READY TO START PLAY

3.8.1 If any club shall not be ready to start to play within 15 minutes after the time fixed for the commencement of the game or 
to recommence play within 30 minutes after the conclusion of the second quarter such club shall forfeit the match unless TSL 
Management shall be satisfied that the delay was unavoidable.

3.8.2 All teams must move to position on the sounding of two sirens as a part of the game start countdown of the sirens. 

Fines of $20 per quarter will be imposed on seniors teams who do not break on the sounding of two sirens. 

Development League teams are also expected to follow this protocol although fines will not be imposed in this grade.

Time keepers shall note on their official reports any teams that breach these rules.

3.9 PENALTIES FOR TEAMS FORFEITING MATCHES
Where a team forfeits a match by having its numbers reduced to less than 14 players through the implementation of the order off rule 
the full match premiership points shall be awarded to the team receiving the forfeit.  

Each team will receive a score of 0 goals and 0 points and their percentage adjusted accordingly.

Where a team is deemed to have deliberately caused a forfeit the TSL may fine the forfeiting team.

3.10 DISAGREEMENT BETWEEN TIMEKEEPERS
In the event of any disagreement between the two timekeepers as to the length or variation of the time of any quarter such dispute 
shall in the case of the first or second quarter be reported to the field umpire at the half time interval and in the case of the third and 
fourth quarters it shall be reported at the conclusion of the game. The field umpires shall note such disagreement in his report to the 
League, and in the event of a protest on the result of the match on the grounds of an error in timekeeping, a copy of the report will be 
made available to the Protests and Disputes Tribunal who shall adjudicate as to the result of the game.

3.11 TIMEKEEPERS ERROR
Any club may protest the result of a match to the Protests and Disputes Tribunal on the grounds that the result was affected by an error 
in timekeeping. The Protests and Disputes Tribunal may confirm the result of the match to the losing club. The total points scored by 
both teams shall stand and count in the general percentages.

3.12 FOOTBALLS

3.12.1 Competing clubs are permitted to take footballs onto the ground for use prior to the commencement of the match.  Under no 
circumstances must they use the match football and the use of footballs must not delay the commencement of the game.

3.12.2 As per the TSL Football Policy, the home club will provide, from their annual allocation, to the TSL Match Manager two new 
approved branded footballs and a minimum of one good quality football to be used in all senior matches and footballs of a 
good standard for Development League matches. All footballs from both Senior and Development League matches will be 
returned to the club by TSL Match Manager after games. 

 Please note: It is the home club’s responsibility to provide ball boys to return balls to the goal umpires to ensure the flow of the 
game.

3.12.3 The TSL is to provide footballs for finals rounds matches including Grand Finals for seniors and development league.

3.13 PERSONNEL ON PLAYING ARENA

3.13.1 At grounds which have coach’s boxes or dugouts any official or player named on the official team sheet must use the facility 
provided. Trainers and water carriers may position themselves at intervals around the boundary line, provided they do not 
interfere with the functions of the interchange steward or other officials involved in the running of the match.

3.13.2 At grounds that do not have coaches' boxes or dugouts, the above mentioned personnel must be seated against the fence 
between the boundary line and the fence at least ten metres from the interchange area.

3.13.3 The officiating umpires and the TSL Match Manager will be informed not to start the game at the commencement of each 
quarter unless all personnel are seated as per the above point 3.13.2.

3.13.4 Security personnel appointed by the home club for the support of the Umpires need not be entered on the team sheet

 Contravention of Rule 3.13 Penalty - $200

3.14 OFFICIAL RUNNER
Each club shall be entitled to use two (2) runners in each grade of the TSL Competition.

All runners shall be 15 years or older at the commencement of the calendar year.

Runners Obligations:

3.14.1 The runner’s role is solely to deliver messages from the coaching staff to players on the playing arena.

3.14.2 The runner must immediately vacate the playing arena once the message has been delivered.

3.14.3 The runner must not interfere with the course of play. This includes standing in and filling a space at set plays.



3.14.4 The runner is not permitted to coach or remain on the field barracking and will be asked to leave. If the runner fails to 
immediately respond to any request relating to points 1-4 above then a free kick may be awarded against his team at the spot 
of the infringement or where the ball is at that time, whichever is the greater penalty.

3.14.5 Only one runner from each team will be permitted entry to the playing arena at any one time. 

3.14.6 Access to and from the playing arena for all runners must be through the official interchange gate in the same manner 
players are interchanged. If a team only has 1 runner then that runner may enter the field from their team interchange area. 
Interchange stewards are to note any infringements relating to the interchanging of runners to and from the playing arena. 
Field Umpires will note any of the above infringements on the Clubs official team sheet.

Runners not adhering to any section of this rule  must be warned by the TSL Match Manager and then if his actions continue he must 
be reported to the TSL via the Match Manager’s report. Clubs will be fined if runners are reported in such instances.

Penalty - $200

3.14.7 A runner must wear the required attire, as specified by the TSL from time to time.

 Penalty - $200

3.14.8 A runner must not engage in physical contact that may cause injury to any player, official or umpire or initiate physical contact 
of any nature while on the playing arena. Runners shall be reported by the umpires for infringements of this nature. The TSL 
Tribunal shall then determine any penalty that should be imposed. Any penalties incurred by a player acting as a runner shall 
be viewed as penalties against a player in regard to the competition medals for fair play.

3.14.9 If a runner uses foul or abusive language, a free kick may be awarded against his team at the spot of the infringement or 
where the ball is at that time or whichever is the greater penalty.

3.14.10 TSL Club Development Officers may act as club runner provided agreement is granted by their club President and the Operations 
Manager. 

 A suspended player, Club Manager, Football Director, Football Manager, or nominated coach may not act as a club runner, trainer 
or water carrier.

3.15 CLUBS DESIRING TO ABSTAIN FROM PLAYING IN A MATCH

3.15.1 No club shall abstain from playing in any official match without first obtaining the permission of TSL Management. Permission 
will only be granted in the most extreme circumstances (e.g. Death of a player immediately prior to the game).

 Penalty - $1,000

3.15.2 Where permission is granted provision is available to reschedule the match on the same week-end. The team asking to 
abstain from playing shall make the decision of whether they will play and then the TSL will determine the game time with 
consideration to the overall season fixture.

3.15.3 If the game is not played then no premiership points would be awarded for the game and no points for or against either team.

3.16 PROTESTS (ALSO INCLUDED IN SECTION 6 PROTESTS)

3.16.1 Where the scores of a match are altered on a protest, the team with the highest score as a result of the protest hearing shall 
be awarded the full premiership points. Any alteration to the points scored "for and against" in such match will be recorded 
accordingly.

3.16.2 Where a team requests a head count and one team is found to have extra players on the field the following process shall be 
followed:

(a) The Umpires shall note the quarter, the time of the quarter and the game score at the point the game was stopped for the 
head count.

(b) Should an extra player be counted, the extra player shall be removed from the field of play and the game shall continue 
with no alteration to the scores.

(c) Every endeavour shall be made to determine the source and time of the error in order to evaluate the period and extent of 
influence of the extra player.

(d) The subsequent decision on penalty will be made by the TSL General Manager or Operations Manager.



3.17 UMPIRES

3.17.1 Umpires Duties

The Senior Field umpire shall lodge with the TSL Match Manager on match day with the match, the following particulars:

(a) The "Official Team Sheet and Match Results" form taken from each team manager at the conclusion of a game.

(b) Such other remarks and observations as the umpire may think proper to report.

(c) The official forms for reporting players as prescribed in the current AFL Laws of Australian Football.

(d) Any dispute reported to him regarding the correctness of the time interval of any quarter.

(e) The official Timekeepers Sheet completed for that match

(f) The official Interchange Steward's Control Sheet completed for that match.

(g) The Fairest and Best votes for players participating in that game, sealed in the envelope provided, and signed on the back.

3.17.2 Practice Matches

(a) If umpires on the AFL, VFL or TSL panel are required for any practice match then they may be paid at a fee, arranged by the 
League.

(b) These matches will be deemed to be official games and the umpires will be required to observe all the Laws of Australian 
Football and report if necessary.

3.17.3 Approaches to Umpires or Umpires Officials during a game

(a) TSL Coaches or Club Officials must not approach either verbally or by gesture at any time an Umpire officiating in a game.

(b) Captains or players must not approach Umpires during the time breaks.

(c) Players may talk to umpires during the game but at suitable times convenient to both player and umpire.

  Penalty - $500

3.18 RESTRICTIONS ON UMPIRES PARTICIPATING AS PLAYERS 
No field, goal or boundary umpire for matches played in League competitions shall be eligible to play with any club during the season 
for which he has received any payment as an umpire.

3.19 INTERCHANGE OF RESERVES
The procedures for the interchange of players are contained in Law 7.2 of the Australian Football League Laws of Australian Football.

3.19.1 Each competing team manager is to provide the TSL Match Manager with four copies of the completed team sheet no later than 
45 minutes prior to the scheduled starting time.

3.19.2 The team sheet will list the players participating in the game including the four (4) interchange and one (1) substitute players 
(in the case of the development league grade six (6) interchange) identified with an asterisk next to their name, as well as 
other Officials that are required to be listed on the Team Sheet. The game must begin with the named interchange players off 
the field.

 Penalty - $300

3.19.3 No changes can be made to the team sheet once it is submitted to the TSL Match Manager.

 Penalty - $1,000

3.19.4 Once the match has started, interchange of players will be permitted but those players are required to cross through the 
marked interchange area. This includes teams interchanging reserves during the intervals (quarter, half or three-quarter time), 
although these interchanged players are not required to cross through the "marked lines". Clubs must advise the Interchange 
Steward of the numbers of those players who will commence the next quarter on the interchange bench.

 Penalty - $200

3.19.5 Players leaving the arena other than through the "marked lines", if replaced may not be allowed to take further part in the 
match. Interchange stewards who note a player leaving the field outside the marked lines must notify the Team Manager of 
the team concerned. Players who do not leave the playing arena via the interchange area may not be permitted to return 
to the game. Should a club send such a player back onto the field to play then that team shall lose its score up to that point 
in the game. If the player is taken from the playing ground on a stretcher (AFL Law 7.3) he may leave the field outside the 
interchange lines but when returning to the field of play it must be through the interchange area.

3.19.6 Players must not enter the arena during the course of the game other than through the "marked lines" for interchange. 

 Penalty - $200

3.19.7 Players who are carried from the arena not on a stretcher through the "marked lines", providing the replacement player does 
not go onto the field until the injured player is over the boundary, can participate later if desired.  Players who are not returning 
to participate in the remainder of a match must have their number recorded with the Interchange Steward.

3.19.8 Should the Interchange Steward observe the teams being lined up for the purpose of a team count, (Law 5.5) he should attend 
to assist the Field Umpire if required.



3.19.9 Breaches of any of these instructions must be noted on the Control Sheet.

3.19.10 After the match the Steward is to lodge his Control Sheet with the Field Umpire in the Umpires' Room.

3.20 PROTECTIVE GEAR
Before any protective gear may be worn in a match it must be:

3.20.1 Approved by the players club Doctor; and

3.20.2 Details of that written approval must be lodged with the League 24 hours before the first game in which the player is to 
participate wearing the protective gear.  

 Penalty - $100

Umpires have the power to examine any dressing and if necessary check with the Head Trainer and Doctor of the club concerned.

3.21 SUSPENDED PLAYERS

3.21.1 A suspended or disqualified TSL player is not eligible for selection imposed upon him in an official TSL competition.  He would 
not be eligible for interstate, intercity or special games nor would the term of disqualification imposed be affected in any way 
by those games.

3.21.2 If any TSL player plays in another association whether affiliated or not, whilst still under suspension, his original penalty will 
automatically be doubled.

3.21.3 Players suspended by the TSL Tribunal must serve their suspension in accordance with the TSL rules and regulations.

3.21.4 Suspensions that carry over from one season to the next will be served in the Home and Away games and not the Pre 
Season Competition unless specified by the Tribunal Chairman. Players suspended in a Pre Season Competition will serve their 
suspension in the next games to be played whether they be pre season games or in season games or a combination.

3.21.5 Players found guilty and who are suspended for games will be ineligible to win the competition medals for the best player in 
any grade for the year in which they were suspended. Note: that this relates to suspensions and NOT suspended sentences and 
or fines.

3.21.6 Where the suspension penalties are applied during the finals series the Tribunal Chairman must be specific as to which finals 
games and grades will be included in the penalty.

3.22 TRAINERS, WATER CARRIERS, CLUB DOCTORS AND PHYSIOTHERAPISTS 

3.22.1 Water Carriers

(a) Appointed water carriers to be at least 14 years of age. 

(b) All water carriers’ uniforms are required to have armbands or be wearing uniforms that clearly identify them as water carriers.

(c) Shirts may be supplied by the TSL club for the water carriers to wear.

(d) TSL approved trousers or shorts and shoes are to be worn by all water carriers. Board shorts, exposed compression garments 
and the like are not to be worn.

(e) All water carriers must be numbered and included on the team sheet.

3.22.2 Sports Trainers

(a) People that are not accredited shall be level 2 water carriers.

(b) Must be accredited to a minimum Level One standard and be at least 16 years of age. Re-accreditation is required every 
three (3) years.

(c) A maximum of ten (10) water carriers/sports trainers are permitted to officiate during any official TSL match.

(d) In addition to wearing Club trainer’s shirts and jackets, they shall be required to be visually numbered.

(e) Club coloured jackets may also be worn. (Any colour clashes must be avoided).

(f) TSL approved trousers or shorts are the accepted uniform. 

(g) Head Trainers are required to wear number one (1) armband.

(h) All club trainers should be members of the Tasmanian Football Trainers Association (TFTA) and shall have an appointed 
delegate at TFTA Meetings (if established).

3.22.3 Club Doctors and Physiotherapists

(a) It is the joint responsibility of the home team and TSL Management to ensure that a Doctor is either present or easily 
accessible at/for all TSL seniors games. It is the responsibility of the home club to proactively address this issue with the 
Operations Manager at least 10 days before each home game.

 Penalty - $300

(b) It is recommended that the club Doctor is also present or easily accessible for TSL Development league games.

(c) Doctors and Physiotherapists will be required to wear armbands signifying their position. i.e. “Doctor” or “Physiotherapist”

(d) They can choose to wear the approved Sports Trainer uniform if they wish but will make up the number to twelve (12) 
permitted out onto the playing arena.



3.22.4 Accreditation Exemptions

(a) In the case of lapsed accreditation, special consideration may be given, however persons seeking exemptions must meet 
the following criteria:

i. Hold a current Senior first aid certificate

ii. Attend an approval SMA re-accreditation course (one-day course only)

iii. TFTA will oversee applications for exemptions under prior learning.

3.22.5 Trainers/Water Carriers Procedures

(a) All trainers are requested to remain behind the Boundary Line while the game is in progress and enter the playing arena 
only when there is a clear break in play away from the player/s.

(b) Trainers/water carriers are not to remain on the playing arena even though there is a clear break in play and in the case of 
water carriers must not stand at the team interchange area but rather against the fence inside the 50 m arc.

(c) The obvious exception is where a player is injured and requires the attention of the trainer/water carrier.

(d) Any sponsorship advertising on any part of a uniform must be approved by the Operations Manager.

 Penalty - $100

(e) Trainers entering the playing arena for the purpose of attending an injured player, must not interfere with the play in any 
way and must vacate the arena as soon as possible.

(f) Trainers must not stand inside the 50m arc during a point kick in when they are treating a player. Should treatment be 
necessary during a point kick in the trainer should notify the Umpire before the kick in occurs. A free kick may be given if 
permission is not received and the trainer is deemed to be interfering with play.

3.23 NAMING OF PLAYERS – “FOOTBALL RECORD” 

3.23.1 It shall be a requirement for all clubs to lodge their senior player list from which their senior team will be selected and advise 
the League office or it's agent of those players and their respective jumper numbers. Any changes to this list must be advised 
by 8am on the Tuesday of each week prior to the game for inclusion in that week's "Football Record".

 Penalty - $100

3.23.2 Any club which plays a player who is not included in its senior list or which plays a player in its senior team in a jumper number 
other than the one allocated to that player in the "Football Record” shall be fined. If for some reason a TSL player is a late 
inclusion in the “Football Record”, then the prescribed form is to be used to notify the opposition, the TSL and the media. The 
only exception where the late inclusion of a TSL player in the “Football Record” is not subject to penalty, is in the instance of the 
remaining players nominated in the senior list not taking part in the League fixture due to injury, or other circumstances.

 Penalty - $100

3.24 NAMING OF SQUADS FOR THE TSL WEBSITE

3.24.1 Clubs must nominate a squad of no more than 26 players from which their league team will be selected on the nominated 
system by no later than 4.00pm on the Thursday prior to the game. 

 Development league teams must be selected by no later than 7.00pm on the Thursday night prior to the game day.

 Penalty - $250

3.24.2 Any club which fails to comply with the above or which plays a player who is not included in its list of 26.

 Penalty - $500

3.24.3 Without incurring the penalty of $500, Clubs are only permitted to play the players that have been included in its initial squad 
of 26 published on the TSL Website. 

 The exceptions are:

(a) When during the season a player is brought in from outside the 26 provided those named in that 26 do not play in any 
grade

(b) In finals games rule 3.24.3(a) will apply when senior and development league teams are playing. However if only the 
senior team is playing then no player can be brought into the side from outside the listed 26 players without incurring a 
fine.  

 Penalty - $500

3.24.4 In the event of a Mariners or State Under 16s player that was included in the TSL final team line up of 26 being unavailable 
through injury or selection with his respective State team prior to the TSL match, then the TSL club shall have the discretion to 
include a player outside of the nominated 26 squad.

3.24.5 Lists of 26 players for development league are also required for submission on the Thursday prior to the game to the TSL 
website according to the above conditions although fines do not apply for errors in these squads.



3.25 INTRA-STATE & STATE TEAMS

3.25.1 Head Coaches

The Head Coaching positions for intra-state and or interstate teams will be offered to the person deemed to be most suitable by 
AFL TAS. 

3.25.2 Players Withdrawing Without Notice

Any player who has been selected in an AFL TAS managed representative match and who shall fail to play without having given 
at least 24 hours notice to the TSL General Manager shall be disqualified from playing in any TSL match.

Penalty – 2 Weeks

3.25.3 Injured Players

Any representative player who is selected and is then declared unfit by the relevant team Medical Officer shall not be eligible 
to play for his club whilst the representative team is in operation, unless he is declared fit by the relevant representative team 
Medical Officer.

3.25.4 Representative Team Guernseys

The design of all AFL TAS managed representative team Guernsey’s shall be approved by AFL TAS.

3.25.5 Support Staff

The personnel required for any AFL TAS managed representative game shall be approved by AFL TAS’ management team.

Support staff are appointed for one state match or carnival, either home or touring.  They are not appointed for the year.

3.25.6 Voting Suspended

(a) Should representative games be played and the player be forced to miss a TSL fixture because of the representative game 
or games then Medal voting in all TSL senior matches are suspended whilst such players are absent.

(b) Voting shall not be suspended in the TSL development league competition when players are absent on representative 
duties.

3.25.7 State Game Umpires

The TSL, with agreement from the other States, will supply 2 Field Umpires (plus emergency), 1 boundary Umpire (plus 
emergency), and 1 Goal Umpire (plus emergency) for all home state Games. 1 Field, 1 Boundary and 1 Goal Umpire will come 
from the travelling State.

When playing away the TSL will supply 1 Field, 1 Boundary and 1 Goal Umpire for the game.

3.26 INCOMPLETE MATCHES

3.26.1 Terminated Matches

 Matches may be terminated by:

(a) The home club authorised officer after consultation with the Umpires and visiting team, with regard to the weather, 
structural damage, crowd safety threat or any other occurrence that, in the opinion of the President, poses a threat to the 
safety to players, staff or spectators.

(b) The home club authorised officer on compassionate grounds in the event of the death of a player during the game. If the 
deceased player is stretchered off then the game may continue at the President’s discretion but if the circumstances are 
that death is obvious then the game should be stopped with the President’s approval. Note that in the event of a tragedy 
prior to a game Clubs may request to abstain from playing under rule 3.15.

(c) The Umpires when a team is reduced to less than 14 players through the use of the send off rule. In this instance the club 
would forfeit the game under rule 3.9 and would be penalised under the provisions of that rule.

(d) The home club authorised officer if:

 For games that must run within a daily schedule - an incident stops play so that play is not resumed within 30 mins of the 
stoppage as determined by the TSL timekeepers at the Match. 

 Or for games where a finishing time is not imposed - At the discretion of the home club authorized officer. However games 
will not continue after a delay of 1 hour as determined by the TSL timekeepers at the Match. This stoppage could be caused 
by light failure (for a night game) or injury predominantly but could be from any other cause. 

3.26.2 Consequences of a Terminated Match 

(a) If a match is terminated under rule 3.26.1 consideration should be given to either continuing the match at another time or 
replaying the match. The General Manager or Operations Manager of the TSL will make this decision in consultation with 
the TSL Match Manager and both clubs and with consideration given to the overall fixture. 

(b) If the game was terminated in the first half then the game may be replayed given due consideration but if the termination 
was in the second half then the half time score should stand and the game be continued from that point.

(c) If a replay is not possible and the match is unable to re-commence under the conditions of 3.26.1or 3.26.2 above then the 
game will be terminated. If this occurs before half time then the result would be declared a draw and each team awarded 
two premiership points. Their respective scores at the time would count for the purposes of percentages.



(d) If a replay is not possible and the match is unable to re-commence under the conditions of 3.26.1or 3.26.2 above and the 
stoppage occurs after the half time break, then the result would be declared on the basis of the score at half time. This 
being the first point of the game where all things are deemed to be equal.

(e) For day games the teams should stay on the ground during the break unless directed to move. Non playing staff are not 
permitted ground access during this break. For night games see 3.26.3 below.

3.26.3 Procedures in the Event of Light Failure

(a) In the event of one or more light towers ceasing to operate, or the light intensity is reduced, the Field Umpire shall blow 
full time. Games cannot be recommenced with reduced light unless that it can be measurably proven to be within the TSL 
Guidelines.

(b) Upon the Field Umpire blowing full time the timekeepers shall stop time as per the normal time on procedures and record 
the exact time the game ceased. 

(c) For safety reasons, umpires and players are to vacate the playing arena and move towards their respective change rooms.

(d) The No 1 Field Umpire, Home team President (or authorised officer of the club), President or Football Director of both 
competing teams, shall meet immediately in the umpires room. The home team President (or authorised officer of the 
club), will advise as to the ability to re-commence play.

(e) If the game does not recommence within the thirty (30) minute period, the match shall be deemed incomplete and a 
decision shall be made in accordance with rule 3.26.2

(f) If the game is able to commence the Field Umpire shall direct both teams to enter the playing arena to recommence the 
match. A ten minute warm up period should precede the recommencement

(g) Upon recommencing the match, the timekeepers shall start time as per the normal procedure at the conclusion of time on.

(h) In the event of the match recommencing within the thirty (30) minute period, the Field Umpire shall start play from where 
the match ceased as a result of light failure.

(i) In the event of re-occurring light failure after the match has re-commenced, the same procedure will be followed and the 
home team President (or authorised officer of the club) must decide on the appropriate course of action.

(j) The controlling authority in the event of light failure is the home club President (or an authorised officer of the club).

(k) Communicating to clients:

 Clubs must notify all customers at the game of what is happening by their PA system.

 It is suggested this communication occur every five minutes of the 30 minutes lights are out.

 If the game is terminated, please notify patrons and thank them for their co-operation and attendance.

3.27 ORDER OFF LAW

TSL application  
Law 20.2

In addition to being reported, a field or emergency Umpire shall order the player reported from the playing surface for the remainder 
of a match if the player is reported for any of the following reportable offences:

- intentionally, recklessly or negligently making contact with or striking an Umpire.

- attempting to make contact with or strike an Umpire;

- using abusive, insulting, threatening or obscene language towards or in relation to an Umpire;

- behaving in an abusive, insulting, threatening or obscene manner towards or in relation to an Umpire;

- intentionally, recklessly or negligently kicking another person;

- an act of misconduct, if the Umpire is of the opinion that the act constituting misconduct is serious in nature.

Law 20.3 - Other Reportable offences

A player reported on a second occasion by an umpire for the same or any other reportable offence other than those listed in Law 20.2 
shall, in addition to being reported, be ordered from the Playing Surface for the remainder of the match.  

The TSL makes the following local provisions

i. The TSL will not adopt Law 20.3 above.

ii. under law 20.2 above umpires ‘may order a player from the field’ rather than ‘shall order a player from the field’

3.27.1 A player who is reported by a Field or Emergency Field Umpire under law 20.2 may be ordered from the ground for the 
remainder of the match.

3.27.2 A player ordered off may be replaced immediately.

3.27.3 A Field Umpire shall signal that a player has been ordered off, by pointing to the interchange area with an outstretched arm 
and showing a red card, the player shall leave the ground immediately and proceed directly to the interchange steward.

3.27.4 The Field Umpire will not accompany the player and the interchange steward will indicate by a reciprocal red card that the send 
off is acknowledged. The player may not return to the arena but he can be replaced immediately. The interchange steward 
must then inform both team managers of the send off.



3.27.5 An emergency field umpire shall have the powers conferred on a field umpire under this law.

3.27.6 In the event that a team is reduced to less than 14 players, as a result of a player being ordered off, the match may continue at 
the discretion of the field umpire, who shall forward all details including the scores at the time, to the controlling body, which 
may confirm the result in accordance with the scorecards or determine a forfeit under the provisions of Law 10.7.

3.28 BLEEDING AND BLOOD BORNE INFECTION POLICY
Any club not adhering to the policy set out in the Laws of Australian Football will be fined $200.

3.29 GAMBLING

3.29.1 No Gambling

A person must not:

(a) bet or wager on any Contingency; 

(b) have an interest in any bet or wager on any Contingency or have someone else place a bet or wager on their behalf;

(c) facilitate or assist the making of a bet or wager on a Contingency; or

(d) without the prior permission of the Football Body, encourage, induce, advertise or promote betting on an Contingency. 

3.39.2 Inside information

 A Person must not disclose or provide any information, advice or opinion to any other person about the teams playing in 
any Match (including but not limited to, the actual or likely composition of the team, player injuries, the form of players and 
tactics), unless the Person can establish to the satisfaction of the Football Body that:

(a) such information was already in the public domain or given in a bona fide media interview; or

(b) the information was not provided in any of the following circumstances:

i. for the purpose of betting or wagering by any person on a Contingency; 

ii. negligently with regard to whether it would be used for betting or wagering by any person on a Contingency; 

iii. for consideration or reward.

3.29.3 Sanction       

 Any Person or Club who does not fully and strictly comply with the provisions of this Regulation , shall be dealt with in such 
manner as the Football Body or relevant tribunal in their absolute discretion think fit and without limitation may be fined or 
suspended from participating in any competition administered by the Football Body and furthermore where a club is deemed 
to be party or privy to any such breach then that club may be stripped of any premiership points awarded for the match or 
matches in question.

3.29.4 Application

 Please note:

 For the purposes of this Regulation "Person" includes a Club, social club associated with a Club, Player, person registered 
under Regulation 13.3A, director of a Club, any employee, servant or agent of a Club or any volunteer who has any role in the 
administration of a Club

3.30 REPORTING BY VIDEO

The process for this will be as per in section 6.2.8 Prehearing offers



4. FINALS

4.2 PARTICIPATION IN FINALS

4.2.1 All registered TSL players must play three (3) TSL rosters games during the TSL home and away season to be eligible to play 
TSL finals football (seniors and development league).  For clubs not fielding teams in the development league all AFL Tasmania 
Academy listed and registered TSL players must play three (3) senior games at TSL level OR in the NWFL, NTFA or SFL for the 
club’s senior team in that competition during the home and away season to be deemed eligible to play TSL finals football. 
Approval must be sought from TSL Management 

BFC suggestion

 A player who has played 3 games at development league level need not have played 3 games at senior level to be eligible to 
play senior finals providing he has played 3 club games. or NWFL, NTFA or SFL level as per above

BFC suggestion

(a) This qualification rule will also apply to senior and development league players in terms of seniors to play development 
league, i.e. a player need play only three (3) games in a "lower" grade to qualify for finals in that grade, irrespective of the 
number of games he may have played at a higher level. 

(b) Because the operation of this rule can cause selection difficulties for a club that is committed to playing both senior 
and development league finals on the same day or consecutive days, that situation is treated as a special case and that 
assuming every player who is to participate is properly registered and eligible to play for one or the other of the teams, the 
club may select any of those players for either teams as it thinks best.

4.2.2 If a Club's senior team is playing in the finals, but not necessarily playing on the same weekend where the development league 
team is playing then rule (4.2.1) shall still apply. No player may play in more than one final’s game per weekend.

4.2.3 For the purposes of "qualifying" games, a player who plays in both seniors and development league during the same round, he 
will be credited only with the senior game in which he plays.

4.2.4 Players who miss qualifying games through participation in the State 16’s and 18’s intra-state and AFL national championships 
program will be credited (for the purposes of finals qualification only) for each game missed (generally three or four games). 
The grade of game allocated will be the grade played in the last game played prior to the commencement of the program.

4.3 PREMIERSHIP

4.3.1 The annual fixture of matches to be played by the clubs in each year shall be submitted for the approval to the Board of 
Management of AFL TAS. Such a program shall consist of qualifying fixtures and a finals series.

4.3.2 In the qualifying fixtures each club will play against each of the other clubs as many matches at the program will permit. Four 
points shall be counted for a win and two points for a draw. In the event of any clubs gaining the same number of points at the 
conclusion of the qualifying fixtures the position of such clubs shall be determined by the percentage of points kicked for and 
against.

4.3.3 The final round of matches shall commence after the qualifying matches have concluded.

Based on a 10 club TSL structure, the top five (5) teams in each grade, seniors and development league, will participate in the finals series 
of matches; as follows:

Where possible any ancillary competitions will be played in harmony with this series. 

Round 1:

• 1st Placed Team does not play

• Game 1 - Elimination Final – 4th Placed Team v 5th Placed Team 
Loser eliminated, Winner advances to Game 3

• Game 2 - Qualifying Final - 2nd Placed Team v 3rd Placed Team  
Winner advances to Game 4, Loser to Game 3

Round 2:

• Game 3 - 1st Semi Final - Winner Game 1 v Loser Game 2  
Loser eliminated, Winner advances to Game 5

• Game 4 - 2nd Semi Final – 1st Placed Team v Winner Game 2  
Loser advances to Game 6, Loser advances to Game 5 

Round 3:

• Game 5 - Preliminary Final - Winner Game 3 v Loser Game 4  
Loser eliminated, Winner advances to Game 6

Round 4:

• Game 6 - Grand Final - Winner Game 4 v winner Game 5  
Winner to be Tasmanian State League Premiers; the Loser to be Runner-Up

4.3.4 The venues for all Finals games will be at the discretion of TSL Management. However, based on the winner of the seniors 
Second Semi Final (game 4), the Grand Final will be played at either Aurora Stadium or Bellerive Oval.



4.3.5 On the basis that two senior North West Coast teams meet in the Grand Final TSL Management may refer the decision on the 
Grand Final venue to the Board of Management of AFL TAS, who may consider playing the game on the North West Coast.

4.3.6 Further to clause 4.3.5; the Board of Management of AFL TAS will consider the balance between the projected financial return 
and the promotion of competition in all three regions of Tasmania. 

4.4 DRAWN MATCHES IN FINAL ROUND

4.4.1 Extra time will be played in all drawn Finals games to determine a winner. 

4.4.2 The goal umpires shall consult with each other as to the correct score and confirm to the field umpires that the scores are level 
and signal to the timekeepers that the scores are correct.

4.4.3 On receiving confirmation that the scores are level, the field umpires shall advise both captains that two additional 5-minute 
periods with time on shall be played. (development league will not have time on included in the extra time). In the first 
additional period teams shall kick to the opposite end to which they kicked in the final quarter.

4.4.4 The interval between the siren to conclude the fourth quarter and the commencement of the first period of additional time 
shall be six minutes. Coaches shall be permitted to address teams during this period and other club staff entitled under the TSL 
by-laws to enter the arena at the intervals may also attend their team.

4.4.5 Timekeepers shall sound the sirens in accordance with the normal start of each quarter:

Two minutes 2 sirens

One minute 1 siren

Official start time 1 siren

4.4.6 At the conclusion of the first period of additional time, teams shall immediately change ends. Coaches and other club staff shall 
not be permitted to enter the arena at this time.

4.4.7 In the event of scores being level after the two periods, additional two by five minute periods with time on shall be played 
until a winner is determined. The aforementioned procedures will apply with the exception that teams shall change ends 
immediately upon confirmation from the field umpires that additional periods are to be played and coaches and club staff shall 
not be permitted to enter the arena.

4.5 POSITION OF CLUBS AT CONCLUSION OF SEASON
The position of the top five clubs for the season shall be determined as eliminated during the finals series of matches; e.g. loser of 1st 
semi final finished 4th, even though at the end of the roster season they may have finished on top.

4.6 PARTICIPATION OF CLUBS AT A GRAND FINAL PARADE:

4.6.1 All Clubs competing in the TSL Grand Final (seniors and development league) may be required to provide an agreed number of 
players from their respective teams list of thirty (30) players nominated for the Grand Final edition of the “Football Record” plus 
their Coach and/ or assistants to attend a Grand Final Parade or the main Grand Final promotion as specified by AFL TAS.

4.6.2 Clubs that do not provide the agreed number required minimum number of players will be fined $100 by the number of players 
that do not make up the minimum amount.



5. SALARY CAP

5.1 CLUB SALARY CAP
The Salary Cap will be reviewed annually, with the level to be ideally set within a range of 20% to 25% of the annual average gross 
revenue of the TSL clubs.

No payment for football related services, whether or not within the bounds of the permitted salary cap, is permitted unless the 
recipient has provided, whichever of the following documents is the most appropriate to his/her particular services and the method of 
payment 

(a) an ATO Statement by Supplier form; 

(b) a PAYE declaration form 

(b) an invoice for service bearing an applicable ABN.

5.1.1 Football Payments

Football Payments in respect of roster games by seniors and development league players (inclusive of all assistant and 
specialist playing coaches) shall be $80,000

AFL TAS recommends that all TSL clubs consider not paying players for Finals games (this is only a recommendation). 

Where clubs decide to pay players for finals games, this payment is limited to 1/18th of that players regular season match 
payments. 

Payments for finals games will not be included in the salary cap.

5.1.2 Payments to non-playing coaches will not need to be included in the salary cap of $80,000.   

5.1.3 These rules allow scope for TSL Clubs to make application to the General Manager for dispensation / exemption from salary 
cap for one player they consider would be a marquee player both in respect to the League and to the club. Applications should 
include such things as the benefits that the club  considers a marquee player of this nature will bring to the TSL and provide 
evidence that this player will be residing in Tasmania full time.

5.2 FOOTBALL PAYMENTS
The value of all or any part of any money, consideration or other benefit paid or provided to the player in respect of any match played 
between the period commencing on 1 November in a year and expiring on 31 October in the next year under any contract, agreement, 
arrangement or understanding between a TSL club or any person or entity directly or indirectly associated with a TSL club and a player 
or an associate of that player which relates to or is consideration for the playing of football (or agreement to play football) by that 
player for any  TSL club in any match will be deemed to be a football payment for the purpose of these rules.

For the purpose of this clause 'match' refers to any game of football played by the TSL club including without limitation a state league, 
representative, exhibition or scratch game.

5.3 DEEMED FOOTBALL PAYMENTS 
Without in any way limiting Rule 5.2, the following payments or benefits paid or provided to or for the benefit of a player or associate 
of a player by a TSL club or by any sponsor, supporter, supporter group of or any person or entity associated directly or indirectly with 
that TSL club are or are deemed to be football payments. 

With the exception that TSL clubs may allocate an additional e.g. 5 x $50 cash prizes for match awards for each week of the roster 
season which are exempt from the salary cap. This is a maximum of $250 in any one week of the roster and to a maximum of $5,000 
per season. This is calculated per club and not per team.

5.3.1 Match Payments

All payments to players (including base or retainer payments) for selection and performance in TSL club games as agreed to in 
the player’s contract with a TSL club (excluding players as per clause 5.1.3 above).

5.3.2 Sign On Fees

Any upfront payments to players for signing with the TSL club are included as football payments.

5.3.3 Relocation Expenses

Reasonable relocation expenses are to be excluded from the salary cap calculations. Such expenses must be supported by 
appropriate receipts to be excluded from salary cap calculations.

5.3.4 Employment of Players at TSL Clubs

Payment, benefits or considerations received by players other than those that specifically relate to selection and performance in 
TSL club games are excluded from the salary cap calculations. 

5.3.5 Payment to Spouses

Payment, benefits or considerations received by spouses, excluding those that are paid as a direct result of being legitimately 
employed by the TSL club, are deemed to be football payments.

5.3.6 Payment of Players by Sponsors

Any payment or goods and services received from TSL club sponsors for the purpose of playing football shall be considered to 
be a part of any football payment.



5.3.7 Rent Subsidies and Travel Allowance

Rent subsidies and travel allowance paid for the benefit of individual players as an inducement, but exclusive from TSL club 
organised football participation, are deemed to be football payments.

5.3.8 Expenses incurred in League Club Trips and Training Camps

Expenses incurred in TSL club coaching/playing trips and training camps are to be excluded from the calculation of a TSL 
club salary cap, except where the benefit has been included in the player’s contract to play for the TSL club. Any other trips 
sanctioned or organized by a TSL club where a benefit is provided to a player or players must be included in the calculation for 
the purpose of determining the TSL club's compliance with salary cap calculations. In those circumstances the total market value 
of the trip and benefits provided to player(s) are deemed to be football payments.

5.3.9 Market Value of Employment and Services Actually Rendered

Where a player or an associate of a player is employed by a TSL club and if such player or associate is paid an amount which in 
the opinion of the salary cap officer is in excess of the market value of the player's or the player's associate's services or where 
the player or associate does not provide services consistent with the normal terms and conditions of such employment, the 
amount by which the payment exceeds the market value of those services or the whole of the payment as the case may be, 
shall be deemed to be a football payment to the player.

5.3.10 Lump Sum Payments on termination of Contracts

Any lump sum paid directly or indirectly to a player or an associate of a player on termination of his contract to play football 
with a TSL club are deemed to be football payments.

5.3.11 Loans

The full amount of loans made to any player or an associate of any player shall be deemed to be a football payment to the 
player at the time of the advance of the loan. An amount equivalent to any repayments of the loan shall be deducted from the 
salary cap of the TSL club in the year or years in which repayments are made.

5.3.12 Fringe Benefit Tax

All Fringe Benefit Tax payable by a TSL club in respect of any football payment will be deemed to form part of the benefit 
provided to a player and therefore must be included in the calculation of the TSL clubs salary cap.

5.3.13 Superannuation

All statutory and other contributions payable by a TSL club on behalf of or for the benefit of a player to an approved 
Superannuation Fund are deemed to be football payments. 

5.3.14 Prize Money and Incentive Payment.

Any payment received as prize money for incentive or otherwise, other than memorabilia, shall be deemed football payment. 
With the exception that TSL clubs may allocate an additional e.g. 5 x $50 cash prizes for match awards for each week of 
the roster season which are exempt from the salary cap. This is a maximum of $250 in any one week of the roster and to a 
maximum of $5,000 per season. This is calculated per club and not per team.

5.3.15 Any Other Payments

Any payment to a player (including a payment to be held in trust) by any person for the purpose of playing football for the TSL 
club shall be deemed a Football Payment.

Any premium paid to a legitimate insurer to cover a player for the loss of income as a result of injury etc sustained in TSL 
football shall not be deemed a football payment and therefore shall not be calculated in the salary cap.

5.4 LEAGUE PLAYING COACH
An amount of 20% of the gross payments to the head playing coach will be deemed to be football payments and this is further broken 
to an amount per week by dividing this amount by the number of rounds in the season. This figure will be multiplied by the number of 
games actually played for the purposes of determining the salary cap figure for the playing coach.

5.5 REGULATED PLAYER PAYMENT 

5.5.1  Player match payments in total must not exceed the terms and conditions as contained in these Rules and Regulations.

5.5.2 In determining individual player match payments within their total Salary Cap, Clubs must take account of the following limits:-

i. minimum individual payment - must not be less than $50

ii. maximum individual payment - must not exceed $300

5.5.3 The provisions of clause 5.2 do not prevent a player receiving additional remuneration for coaching (within salary cap limits) or 
employment by a club in a bone fide role in their talent identification/development program.  



5.6 FOOTBALL PAYMENTS NOT TO EXCEED SALARY CAP 
Subject to any guidelines which may be issued from time to time or in any particular case by the TSL, neither a TSL club nor any person 
or entity directly or indirectly associated with a TSL Club (including without limitation any sponsor or supporter group of that TSL Club) 
in any financial year give to apply for the benefit of, or offer to give to or apply for the benefit of a player or associate of a player any 
football payments or cause or offer to cause any football payments given to or applied for the benefit of all players of the TSL club or 
by some other person or entity, which in total would exceed the salary cap for that TSL club for that financial year. For the purposes of 
determining whether a TSL club has given or applied any football payments in accordance with this Rule (5.6) in any season, it will be 
deemed that the maximum value of football payments which may be given or applied to a player or associate of a player under any 
contract agreement arrangement or understanding has been so given or applied.

5.7 DETAILS OF PLAYER CONTRACTS AND FOOTBALL PAYMENTS TO BE LODGED 

5.7.1 Contract of Service

 No player shall be engaged by a club other than under the contract of service lodged with AFL Tasmania. The contract of service 
shall be in the form prescribed from time to time by AFL Tasmania.

 Expiry Date

 All contracts of service lodged with AFL Tas under these rules shall terminate or expire (other than by reason of default or 
breach which entitles any party to terminate) on or prior to the 30th day of November in the final year in which the player’s 
services are to be provided under such contract.

5.7.2 For the purposes of ensuring compliance with Rule 5.1, each TSL club shall complete and lodge with the Operations Manager.

(a) By 31 March annually contracts for all senior listed players together with a summary sheet on the full details of all football 
payments promised or which are to be given or applied to or for the benefit of a player or an associate of a player (i.e. all 
listed players).

 Penalty - $500

(b) By 30 June all TSL clubs are to lodge a mid-season update on their salary cap projections versus actual payments together 
with any additional contracts not previously lodged.

 Penalty - $500

(c) By 1 November in each calendar year, a salary cap summary declaration sheet is to be lodged including a breakdown of 
individual player football payments made during the year and reconciliation to the total amount which includes all details 
relevant to the TSL club contract with the player. These summaries should be presented on the appropriate TSL forms.

 Penalty - $500

All TSL clubs are to advise of any modification to a player's contract within 30 days.

5.7.3 Statutory Declaration - Football Payments

Where the Forms required under Rule 5.7.2 (c)  are submitted, they must be accompanied by a statutory declaration signed by 
one of the club’s authorized officers and the officer responsible for the finance of the TSL club. 

Accompanying these forms must be a statutory declaration from ten players selected by the TSL who are paid by the TSL 
club verifying that the payments so declared represent all football payments received by the player, from any source, to play 
football for the TSL club.

5.7.4 Further Investigation

The TSL has the right to audit four players from each club annually, including a right to:

(a) Require a player to attend a meeting, to answer questions and if required provide written responses.

(b) Have a player provide documents or other relevant papers or property that are under the players control;

(c) Require the player to bring his agent (including his accountant, manager or lawyer) to a meeting.

If a player does not comply with these requirements as set out at 5.7.3 or if a player is found to have provided false or 
misleading information then the matter may be referred by the TSL to the TSL Tribunal where a player may be:

(d) Fined between $500 and $5000 and/or;

(e) Suspended from playing for a minimum of 1 match to a maximum of life.

A player who provides information, including documents, under these rules hereby expressly acknowledges that such 
information may be provided to relevant authorised representatives, as determined by the General Manager or Operations 
Manager of the TSL.

If, as a result of this further investigation evidence is found that the salary cap has been inaccurately recorded by one or other 
of the players, then further players from that TSL club can be investigated.

5.8 PLAYER TESTIMONIAL YEAR PAYMENTS 
Money raised by Clubs for players in their designated year is not considered to be a part of the football payment. Clubs wishing to 
nominate a player for a testimonial year must have the players' nomination for a testimonial year accepted by the TSL Management 
Committee prior to the start of the season.



5.9 APPOINTMENT OF SALARY CAP OFFICER
The TSL shall from time to time appoint a Salary Cap Officer who will have and may exercise such powers as may from time to time 
be delegated to him/her by AFL TAS. Nothing in this clause prevents AFL TAS from paying the Salary Cap Officer an honorarium. 
Any applicant for this position must declare any TSL role, voluntary or otherwise, to the TSL prior to appointment. AFL TAS will then 
determine any conflict of interest that may present on this basis before any appointment is made.

5.10 TSL CLUBS TO DO ALL THINGS NECESSARY TO ASSIST SALARY CAP OFFICER 

5.10.1 Full and Free Access

Each TSL club must permit the Salary Cap Officer to have full and free access to such books, documents and other papers of that 
TSL club or any person or entity controlled by that TSL club as the Salary Cap Officer believes may be relevant to any inquiries 
which he may make.

5.10.2 Copies

Upon being requested, a TSL club and/or a player must provide the Salary Cap Officer with true copies of such books, 
documents or other papers in the possession of or under the control of the TSL club or any person or entity controlled by the 
TSL club or any person or entity controlled by the TSL club or the player, as the case may be, and provide such other information 
and answer such questions as the Salary Cap Officer believes may be relevant to any enquiries he may make.

5.11 ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SALARY CAP OFFICER 

5.11.1 Organisational Relationship 

To be determined on a case by case basis.

5.11.2 The Salary Cap Officer is Responsible 

(a) To oversee the management of the salary cap.

(b) To monitor the TSL club salary cap, submissions and to make any determinations as and when required.

(c) To investigate and determine any salary cap issue raised by any person concerning the TSL clubs. (A complaint alleging 
breach of the salary cap by a TSL club must be in writing and contain detailed allegations to be investigated). Nothing in 
this clause shall restrict the Salary Cap Officer from investigating and checking a TSL clubs compliance with the salary cap.

(d) Where any player is contracted to undertake duties outside the requirements of playing, the details of the contract may be 
required to be made available to .the Salary Cap Officer.  If it is deemed that a payment or services other than playing are 
aimed at circumventing the requirements of the salary cap provisions, then the matter will be referred to the Salary Cap 
Officer for determination. The Salary Cap Officer may deem that such payments are football payments.

(e) Any decision made by the Salary Cap Officer in relation to the football payments and any monies deemed to be football 
payments will be deemed as such for the purpose of managing the salary cap.

(f) Developing respect by operating in conjunction with but independently of TSL clubs. The Salary Cap Officer must declare any 
position, voluntary or otherwise, with a TSL club prior to appointment.

5.12 BREACH OF SALARY CAP

5.12.1 Salary Cap Officer to investigate alleged Breach of Rule 5.1

Any alleged breach of this rule shall be referred to the Salary Cap Officer for investigation.

5.12.2 Penalties for Breach of the Salary Cap

EXCEEDING SALARY CAP BY 10% OR LESS 
Penalty to be one dollar for each dollar the salary cap is exceeded.

EXCEEDING SALARY CAP BY 10% -15%  
Penalty $5,000 and the amount the salary cap is exceeded.

EXCEEDING SALARY CAP BY 15%+ 
Penalty $10,000 plus twice the amount the salary cap is exceeded.

5.12.3 Penalties for Providing False or Misleading Information

If it is found that a player, employee, agent or official of a TSL club has provided false or misleading information to a Salary Cap 
Officer or to the TSL then the General Manager or Operations Manager may;

(a) Deal with a players under the provisions in.5.7.4, or in the case of a club;

(b) Fine the TSL club to a maximum of $15, 000

5.13 APPEALS

5.13.1 TSL clubs shall be permitted to appeal to the TSL Arbitrator only on the grounds in respect to the Salary Cap Officer's 
Determination not in respect to a TSL club being fined for exceeding the salary cap.



6. PROTESTS, CHARGES, DISPUTES AND TRIBUNALS

6.1 PROTESTS

6.1.1 Protests for match related events such as timekeepers disputes, head counts and incomplete matches are included in the 
matches section of these rules.

6.2 TRIBUNALS

Some matters that fall within this section are also covered by the TSL Tribunal Guidelines

6.2.1 The TSL General and Operations Managers will appoint a Tribunal Panel to deal with  these matters as, and when required.

6.2.2 Each tribunal shall be constituted by a Chairman with two or more other persons as determined by TSL Management 

6.2.3 Such Panel shall exercise the following functions and its decision shall be final;

(a) Hear all charges in respect of offences under the Laws of Australian or under these rules.

(b) Hear all protests and all disputes and charges against players and officials and any other matters referred to it by the TSL 
Management Committee.

(c) Re-open or re-hear any matter previously dealt with. 

(d) Hear and determine any charge or protest referred or lodged pursuant to these rules.

(e) Impose cautions or such penalties authorised by these rules as it deems fit. The range of penalties includes fines and 
suspension. See also Suspended player section 3.21.

6.2.4 Timing, place and attendance at the TSL Tribunal

(a) The General and Operations Managers, shall in all cases satisfy themselves that the relevant rules have been complied 
with before submitting a protest, charge or any other matter for the hearing and determination of a Protests and Disputes 
Tribunal.

(b) A Tribunal shall meet to consider any matter referred to it at a time convenient to it and the parties involved but such a 
meeting shall be held within a reasonable time of the matter having been referred to the Tribunal.

(c) The Tribunal meetings shall be held at a place or places designated by the TSL unless the Tribunal dealing with a particular 
charge or matter directs some other place of meeting and due advice of such place is given to the parties involved.

(d) A Tribunal meeting may be adjourned to another time and place, due advice of which shall be given to the parties involved.

(e) An umpire who lodges a charge against any player or official of a club shall attend at the Tribunal hearing of that charge.

(f) Any player or official of any club against whom a charge has been lodged shall attend the Tribunal hearing of the charge.

(g) Any player or official of any club against whom an offence has been committed in respect of which a charge has been 
lodged shall attend the Tribunal hearing of the charge.

(h) The Tribunal may, of its own motion, or at the request of any party to a matter before it, require the attendance at a 
Tribunal hearing of any player or official of a club or any umpire and such player official or umpire shall attend as required.

(i) Any person required to attend at a Tribunal hearing shall give evidence if required by the Tribunal to do so.

(j) A player or an official of any club who appears before a Tribunal as a result of a charge made against him pursuant to the 
Laws of Australian Football or these rules shall, unless the Tribunal directs otherwise, be accompanied at the hearing by a 
representative of his club.

(k) An umpire preferring a charge under the laws or these rules against a player or an official of any club may, unless the 
Tribunal directs otherwise, be accompanied and may be represented at the hearing by a representative of the Umpires 
Association.

(l) A player or any official of any club or umpire against whom an offence is alleged to have been committed and the offence 
is the subject of a charge, shall, unless the Tribunal directs otherwise, be accompanied and may be represented at the 
hearing of the charge by a representative of his club or the Umpires Association as the case may be.

(m) In any other proceeding before a Tribunal, a person required to appear may be accompanied and represented at the 
proceeding by a representative of his club or the organisation to which he belongs.

(n) In any of the matters referred to a Tribunal, the relevant party's representative may be a legal practitioner.

(o) A Tribunal may for its purposes rely on such evidence as it thinks fit and in particular may admit videos, and other writings 
as well as verbal evidence, and may require any party to produce relevant material held by it.  

(p) A Tribunal may for its purposes rely on any evidence as it deems relevant

(r) The Tribunal, at its discretion, may allow the attendance of other persons to witness the Tribunal procedures. 

(s) All parties are required to ensure all evidence, including video evidence and witnesses, upon which it proposes to rely, be 
present at the hearing.



6.2.5 Procedures for Advocates

(a) Duties

i. Arrange for reported player and any witnesses to be present at the Tribunal hearing at allocated time.

ii. Prior to the hearing, assist the player or witness to fully prepare his account of the incident.

iii. Make submissions on penalty if the report is upheld.

(b) Advocates are permitted to:

i. Ask questions of his clubs’ player or witnesses. 

ii. Question umpires and witnesses where evidence clarification is required.

iii. Make submissions as to how the Independent Tribunal should interpret the evidence in accord with the Laws of 
Australian Football and as to guilt or otherwise.

iv. The Tribunal Chairman will determine the relevance of an Advocates line of questioning

6.2.6 TSL Representative at Tribunal Hearings 

A representative of the TSL may be present at the Tribunal. His role will be to act as convener to the Tribunal and including to 
advise the Tribunal as to the prior record of the reported player.

6.2.7 Penalties

Penalties will be determined with regard to the following issues;

(a) Intent – Careless/reckless/negligent acts will form the lower end of the penalty scale with penalties increasing as the 
intent increases.

(b) Act of Play – penalties may be greater for offences that were not part of an act of play than for a similar offence that 
occurred during an act of play

(c) Force – The degree of force used will influence the penalty with regard to any potential for injury

(d) Result – The resulting injury will also be taken into account when determining the penalty.

It should be noted by players and clubs alike that penalties for acts deemed intentional will be severe.

Subject at all times to the discretion of the Tribunal, penalties for second or subsequent offences (especially within the same 
season) will be greater than if it were a first offence.

Players who are found guilty on a second occasion in a season will be asked to meet with the Operations Manager to explain 
why this is so. The TSL may terminate a player’s registration for excessive tribunal appearances. Three guilty verdicts in one 
season could be considered excessive.  

Application of Suspension

(e) Where players, particularly young players, have fixtures other than TSL fixtures (for    example school or representative team 
games) then these games must be taken into account in the serving of the player’s suspension provided these games are 
brought to the attention of the Tribunal chairman at the hearing. 

(f) Where game suspensions carry over from one season to the next the suspension will be served in the next TSL home and 
away season unless the Tribunal chairman indicates the suspension is to be served in whole or in part in pre-season games. 
This could mean that a player may play in all pre-season games and serve his suspension in the home and away fixtures.

(g) Where game suspensions apply into finals games of the current season the Tribunal chairman must indicate which games 
will apply to serve the suspension, particularly where a player’s club may be playing in a grade other than the player’s 
regular grade. Normally if the playing history of a player indicates that he does not usually play in the other grade, then 
that game would not count as a game in which to serve a suspension, be this a higher or lower grade.

(h) A suspended playing coach may continue to coach in a non playing role but may not perform this role from the interchange 
dugout but instead from a coaching position outside of the playing arena (as defined in 3.13). He may, however, instruct his 
players from on the playing arena at the first and third quarter breaks.   

6.2.8 Process

(a) Pre Hearing Offer

Matters that are believed to be visually recorded but not subject to an umpires report, or matters which have attracted 
particular notoriety, will be reviewed by the TSL Reports review committee, where possible, on the first working day 
following the round. This committee will be convened  by the TSL Tribunal Convener and appointed by  the General and/or 
Operations Managers and will take into account all readily available information regarding the matter including the extent 
of any injury suffered. The Review Committee will determine a penalty consistent with previous reports and as per the 
National Guidelines and make an offer to the club of the reported player. It will be the role of the TSL Tribunal convener to 
discover and present relevant evidence and monitor consistency in this process.

The Football Director/Manager at the club concerned will be the club contact in this regard and any penalty accepted 
by him is binding upon the player. If the reported players club accepts the penalty then that penalty is enforced and the 
Tribunal need not hear the case. If the reported players club object to the recommendation then the case will be hear at the 
Tribunal.

The offer of penalty will lapse if not accepted by 5.30pm on the day of the offer. In this circumstance the report will be 
heard by the Tribunal.

Charges made that do not appear on videotape may be referred to the TSL Tribunal for hearing.



(b) Match Review Panel Offer

The TSL Match Review Panel will  consider all charges laid against players and officials and apply penalties as per the 
schedule outlined in the Tribunal Guidelines and in line with the National scale. Best endeavors will be made to advise 
this pre-hearing offer by no later than 11 am on the Monday immediately following the match from which the report 
originated.

Players or officials will then have until noon, or no longer than two hours from the time of the offer, to accept the offer or 
they may choose to have the matter heard by the TSL Tribunal on that night. Exceptional circumstances will be taken into 
consideration with time frames.

(c) Attendance and changes to reports

i. All persons must be in attendance (video and or telephone conferencing facilities will also be accepted) in accordance 
with 6.2.4 (e)(f)(g)(h). If one or more of these persons does not attend the scheduled hearing then the hearing may 
be postponed to another time and the offending persons may be charged under rule 6.4 Failure to attend a Tribunal 
Hearing.

ii. Reports can be amended at or before a Tribunal hearing provided however that a hearing on an amended charge shall 
only proceed at the discretion of the Tribunal chairman and where the facts relied on are primarily the same as for 
the original charge. For example an umpire may make a mistake with the number of the player or an inadvertent or 
inconsequential error may have been made in processing the report.

iii. In the discretion of the Tribunal, a player may be found guilty of a related or lesser charge. For example a player could 
be found guilty of attempting to strike, kick or trip if found not guilty of striking, kicking or tripping and similarly  player 
may be found guilty of either recklessly or negligently  kicking, striking etc if found not guilty of intentionally kicking, 
striking etc.

6.3 MELEES
Definition: an incident involving three or more players who are grappling or otherwise struggling with one another and which, in the 
opinion of the field Umpire or any other person authorised by the relevant controlling body, is likely to bring the game of Australian 
Rules Football into disrepute or prejudice the interests or reputation of the relevant controlling body or the competition(s) conducted by 
that controlling body.

6.3.1 In the first instance the controlling field umpires should make every attempt to defuse the situation and break up the group.

6.3.2 Umpires do not report melees. They may be reported to the Operations Manager via match report sheets or via the umpires 
observer if it is considered further action needs to be taken. Clubs may also ask for a melee incident to be investigated under 
rule 6.8.

6.3.3 Where melees have been reported the Operations Manager and the Umpiring Manager (or a person delegated by him) 
investigate the melee and decide if any action should be taken. After investigation the decision could be to:

(a) Dismiss the investigation with no grounds to act

(b) Notify the club concerned that the action of the player(s) concerned are not within the spirit of the game and ask the club 
to take some action

(c) Refer the matter to the tribunal as a report under the rule 19 of Australian Football

(d) Impose fines on individual players and/or clubs

6.3.4 If at any time the umpires safety becomes an issue, the number 1 umpire on the day will sound his whistle and all umpires will 
group together and leave the field.

6.4 OBLIGATIONS OF PERSONS ATTENDING THE TRIBUNAL

6.4.1 Any person who is required by these rules to attend a hearing of a Tribunal, fails to attend as required and does not show good 
cause for such failure; or

6.4.2 Any person who, as required by these rules, attends a hearing of a Tribunal but refuses to answer any question in the course of 
the hearing and does not show good cause for such refusal; or

6.4.3 Any person who, as required by these rules, attends a hearing of a Tribunal and in the course of giving evidence at the hearing, 
wilfully endeavours to mislead the Tribunal; 

 OR

 Any person who attends a hearing of a Tribunal and acts in an unseemly manner; 

 Shall be deemed to be guilty of misconduct and shall thereupon be liable to suspension or disqualification as a player or official 
or both or a fine not exceeding $1,000, as the Tribunal may determine.

6.4.4 Inability to attend a Tribunal hearing. Only under exceptional circumstances would a player, as defendant or witness, be excused 
from attendance at the Tribunal. Clubs should contact the Tribunal Convener to offer the circumstances and gain an exemption 
from attending. In such cases a telephone link may be established between the player unable to attend and the tribunal as it 
sits.



6.5 APPEALS AGAINST THE FINDINGS AND PENALTIES IMPOSED BY A TRIBUNAL

6.5.1 A player found guilty of a report by the Tribunal may lodge an appeal application against the severity of any penalty imposed 
by the Tribunal.

 Furthermore a player may lodge an appeal application against a guilty finding of the Tribunal.

 Any other party related to the hearing may lodge an appeal application if they consider that a report or charge has been 
wrongly dismissed by the Tribunal.

6.5.2 An appeal application referred to in clause 1 above must be lodged with the Operations Manager by notice in writing from the 
appellant TSL club.

6.5.3 Such appeal must be lodged within 24 hours of the decision of the Chairman of the Tribunal.

6.5.4 An application for appeal must be accompanied by a $500 Bond, which may be refunded fully or partly at the discretion of the 
Appeals Chairman.

6.5.5 Where such application is successful,the appeal will be heard by an independent Appeals Chairman and up to three other 
members as considered appropriate by the TSL General and Operations Managers. The members of the initial hearing shall not 
be a members of the Appeals Panel.

6.5.6 The Appeals Tribunal shall exercise its discretion as to whether there is a need to reconsider the evidence given at the initial 
Tribunal Hearing. The Appeal Tribunal shall not allow any fresh evidence to be given at the hearing of the appeal unless it is 
satisfied that such evidence was not reasonably available at the initial hearing before the Tribunal.

6.5.7 The appellant club is required to produce all evidence including but not limited to video evidence, witnesses (such as umpires, 
officials, players etc) upon which it proposes to rely at the appeal hearing.

6.6 UNPAID FINES

6.6.1 While any fine imposed on a player or official under these rules or by the Tribunal remains unpaid, the player or official shall 
not be eligible to participate in any match conducted pursuant to these rules.

6.7 BEHAVIOUR DETRIMENTAL TO FOOTBALL
In this By-law, "official of a club" includes any director, committee member, employee, coach, team support person, or any person 
acting as or holding himself out as the agent of a club.

Any statement, comment, act or omission by an official of a club or a player which does or is likely to:

6.7.1 damage the image of football in Tasmania in the eyes of the public

6.7.2 adversely affect the standing or reputation of the TSL or AFL TAS

6.7.3 prejudice the good order, management, control or administration of football including but not limited to:

(a) Public criticism or perceived criticism of umpires 

(b)  Any deliberate act or omission in contravention of the Laws of the Game or these by-laws

(c) Failing to respond to any reasonable request by the management of the TSL and or AFL TAS

(d) The occurrence of a melee at a TSL Fixture including practice, pre-season, qualifying and finals games shall constitute an 
offence by the official or player for which his club may be liable. 

6.7.4 The process for the implementation of a fine under this rule.

(a) The Operations Manager may either, of his own volition or at the request of any club or person investigate an alleged 
contravention of this by-law and if he believes there are sufficient grounds to proceed further he will give notice to the club 
concerned to meet with him at which meeting the club’s position will be heard.  Such notice shall be given in writing and 
shall fix a time (at least 48 hours after the date of service of such notice) and a place at which the club may be heard.

(b) If after having given the club an opportunity to be heard, the General Manager, shall be of the opinion that there has been 
a contravention of this By-law then he shall impose on the club the following penalties:

• For a first offence, a fine of not less than $200

• For a second offence, a fine of not less than $500

• For a third offence, a fine of not less than $1,500

(c) Notwithstanding these penalties the General Manager, shall be entitled to remit either, in whole or in part, so much of any 
penalty as may be imposed on a club, as he considers fair and reasonable in the circumstances.

(d) In the case of an offence subsequent to a third offence the General Manager, shall refer the question of penalty with a full 
report of the matter to TSL Management who may impose such penalty as they in their absolute discretion may determine, 
including but not limited to forfeiture of premiership points.

(e) As from the first of January each year all clubs shall be deemed not to have previously committed an offence under this By-
law, with the intent that the next contravention of this By-law shall be deemed to be the club's first offence.

(f) Any fine or other pecuniary penalty imposed under this By-law shall be deducted from any dividend payable to the club by 
AFL TAS under arrangements that may exist from time to time.



(g) Any club aggrieved by a finding or penalty under this By-law may appeal against such finding or penalty or both to TSL 
Management by notice in writing from the President of the club given to the Operations Manager, within seven days of the 
date the penalty is imposed together with a deposit of $500 Bond, which may be refunded fully or partly at the discretion 
of the appeals chairman and TSL Management shall thereupon hear and determine the appeal and may:

i. Dismiss the appeal,

ii. Set aside a finding of the Operations Manager and substitute its own finding,

iii. Affirm the penalty imposed,

iv. Set aside the penalty imposed and impose such penalty as TSL Management thinks fit including in exceptional 
circumstances imposing a penalty which is less than the prescribed minimum for such offence.

v. At a hearing before the Operations Manager and TSL Management the club against whom the complaint is made may 
select a representative who has been appointed as such in writing under the hand of the President of the club provided 
that such representative shall not be a legal practitioner who is not a director of the club.

vi. Any action taken against a club under this By-law shall not prejudice or affect any action taken under the rules, By-laws 
or regulations of the league against the person for whom the club is liable to be penalised under this By-law.

6.8 CLUB MAKING A CHARGE OR PROTEST AGAINST ANOTHER CLUB

6.8.1 Any club may refer a protest or charge, or report any infringement of these rules or the laws against any other club or a player, 
official or a member of another club by written notice to the Operations Manager and to the club, or the player's, official's or 
member's club concerned within 24 hours of lodging such protest with the Operations Manager.

6.8.2 Any club making any protest or charge against another club or player or official or member of another club or reporting 
any infringement of these rules or the laws shall forward the same with particulars in writing specifying the charge to the 
Operations Manager together with the sum of $500 (which may be refunded fully or partly at the discretion of the Tribunal 
Chairman) by 5pm on the first working day after the date upon which the occurrence complained of took place together with a 
copy of the complaint to the opposing club.

6.8.3 If the protest is about an incident on the playing field during the course of a game the Club should approach the Umpiring 
Manager who will determine whether a charge should be laid according to the rules of the game. This can then be submitted 
to the Operations Manager for consideration. No bond is required under this sub-rule.

6.8.4 Any protest, charge, or report made under this rule shall be considered by the General and Operations Managers together 
with the Umpiring Manager.  They may dismiss any such protest, charge, or report if they consider it frivolous or vexatious but 
otherwise they shall make a determination on the matter, or they may refer it to the Tribunal for determination.

6.8.5 Both clubs, shall be given at least 24 hours notice to attend the tribunal and the complaint is to be considered by the Tribunal 
no later than 8.00pm on a Thursday night immediately following the fixture which lead rise to the club lodging the complaint.

6.9 TSL ARBITRATOR 
The TSL Arbitrator is empowered to arbitrate on any matters referred to him pursuant to these rules. (The TSL Arbitrator may be more 
than one person, e.g. TSL Management may appoint a panel of arbitrators to be selected from.) 

6.9.1 Appeals

(a) A player may appeal to the TSL Arbitrator to determine any dispute or question directly affecting the player pursuant to 
these rules.

(b) A club may appeal to the TSL Arbitrator to determine any dispute or question directly affecting the club pursuant to these 
rules.

(c) Any matter taken to the TSL Arbitrator for determination (an "appeal") may only be heard if the appellant lodges a Form 
9 (Notice of Appeal) with TSL, together with a $500 fee, which may be refunded fully or partly at the discretion of the 
Arbitrator.

 The appeal shall then be arranged for a date, time and place not later than 14 days after lodgement of the notice of appeal. 
All parties interested in the appeal shall be notified and be entitled to appear.

(d) The TSL Arbitrator will regulate proceedings as he thinks fit and he shall confirm, reverse, modify or set aside any decision or 
act, or remedy any omission and make such orders and give such directions in the matter as he thinks fit.

 The decision of the TSL Arbitrator in respect of any appeal brought before him shall be final and binding on all parties, 
except only as prescribed in the administrative points regarding final decisions.

6.9.2 Appeals Regarding Player Transfers

If a player appeals on the grounds that he is entitled to be removed from the player list of one club and placed on the player 
list of another club, or transfer to a district club, the TSL Arbitrator will consider the interests of football and the player before 
making his decision.

(a) In relation to the interests of football his decision should attempt to:

i. ensure sufficient stability in the membership of club teams to enable team spirit and public support to be maintained;

ii. prevent the stronger from obtaining an unfair proportion of the best players at the expense of weaker clubs;

iii. provide clubs with an incentive to expend substantial time and effort in the development of junior and senior football;

iv. enable football to continue to conduct vigorous competitions between competitive and financially viable clubs.



(b) In relation to the interests of the player, his decision should have regard to:

i. the player's age;

ii. the period of service the player has given to the club and the number of games played during that time, and the 
financial and other benefits that have been given to the player by the club;

iii. the willingness and ability of the club to employ or continue to employ the player and select him in the League team on 
a regular basis;

iv. the established and potential performance level of the player;

v. the circumstances under which the player was recruited by the club to which he wishes to transfer;

vi. the benefits and opportunities available to the player and the club to which he wishes to transfer.

The provisions of this rule shall apply to any other appeal the TSL Arbitrator is requested to determine regarding a player's 
freedom to transfer from one club to another club.

6.9.3 Transfer Fees

(a) If the TSL Arbitrator determines that a player is entitled to be transferred he shall decide on the amount of transfer fee to be 
paid.

(b) For this purpose, the TSL Arbitrator shall adjourn the hearing of the appeal for a period of up to 48 hours to allow the clubs 
to agree upon a reasonable amount.

(c) If upon resumption of the hearing, agreement on a transfer fee has been reached, then that shall be the transfer fee.

(d) If no such agreement has been reached, both clubs shall submit to the TSL Arbitrator the amount it regards as reasonable 
and any other matters it regards as relevant to the determination of a transfer fee.

6.9.4 Determining the Transfer Fee

In determining a transfer fee, the TSL Arbitrator shall take into account the following:

(a) TSL is party to the AFL Interstate Transfer Regulations providing a prescribed maximum transfer fee. 

(b) The composition of the transfer fee to contain three (3) elements:

i. base guideline [as suggested hereunder in (vi)];

ii. adjustment in accordance with all relevant factors;

iii. any special considerations.

(c) The transfer fee to be in the form of:

i. lump sum cash payment upon clearance;

ii. cash in two or more moieties;

iii. fee per senior match played;

iv. contingency in the event of interstate transfer by the player within a nominated period of League matches played;

v. any mix of the above.

Base guideline defined as follows:

Group 1   
Up to $6,000. Club captain, State player, top 3 in club fairest & best, former VFL player. 

Group 2    
Up to $5,000. Vice captain, state squad member, top 6 in club fairest and best, played at least 50 games at senior level at his 
current TSL club, a zoned player under the age of 19 that has come through the club’s talent pathway programs.

Group 3

Up to $4,000  A zoned player under the age of 19 who has come through the club’s talent pathway programs and has 
represented their state at underage level and been included in State Academy program/s .

Group 4   
Up to $3,500. Regular senior player, has played more than 50% of his games at senior level over the last two seasons.

Group 5    
Up to $2,000. Occasional senior player, has played less than 50% of his games at senior level over the last two seasons.

Group 6   
Up to $1,000. Regular reserves player that has not played senior football.

(d) The transferee club is to assume responsibility for obligations to a community/country club in the event that the 
transferring player was previously a community/country player.

Any transfer arrangements made between clubs or set down by the Arbitrator shall be ongoing to the original club, if a player is 
subsequently transferred or listed by another club or clubs.

It is the responsibility of the club transferring the player to advise the other club of any ongoing transfer fees.

Failure of the club transferring the player to advise the other club would leave the initial club liable for such payment of transfer 
fees if they were to occur. 

The amount so determined by the Arbitrator shall be the transfer fee payable by the transferee club to the transferor club.



6.9.5 Action by Arbitrator in the Event of Honest Mistake

If, in the event of an appeal to the TSL Arbitrator, the Arbitrator is satisfied that an honest mistake had been made, he may, 
having regard to all the circumstances of the case, rule that non-compliance with or contravention of these rules did not occur.

6.10 MEMBER COMPLAINTS
Any person or organisation Member who is subject to the Rules of a Football Body (Complainant) may make a complaint about another 
person or organisation Member who is subject to the Rules of a Football Body, in accordance with the AFL’s Member Protection Policy.

A complaint may be reported about an individual or group behaviour informally or formally. It may be about an act, behaviour, 
omission, situation or decision that someone thinks is unfair, unjustified, unlawful and/or a breach of this policy.

6.10.1 Where to Complain

Complaints should be made in accordance with the AFL’s Complaints Procedure (attachment C of the Member Protection Policy) 
and the steps below:

(a) A Complainant must initially attempt to self-resolve the Complaint with the other Member.

(b) If this is not possible or reasonable given the sensitivity of the Complaint, or that attempt does not provide a satisfactory 
outcome, the Complainant may make a Complaint to:

i. the Club Member Protection Officer where the Complaint is against a Member within the same club; or

i. TSL Operations Manager where the Complaint is against any other Member, or if referring it to the Club Member 
Protection Officer is not possible or reasonable given the sensitivity of the Complaint, or that attempt does not provide a 
satisfactory outcome.



7. AWARDS

7.1 LIFE MEMBERSHIP

7.1.1 Life Membership of TSL should be available to any person who is deemed to have performed outstandingly in any of the 
following categories:

(a) A player who shall have played for the senior team of a TSL club or clubs (or former TFL state wide league clubs) in not less 
than ten seasons and have participated in a minimum of 200 senior games.

(b) An Official who has served at a TSL club or clubs for not less than fifteen years (or former TFL state wide league clubs).

(c) An Administrator who has served at a TSL club or clubs for not less than fifteen years (or former TFL state wide league 
clubs).

(d) An umpire who has been appointed to not less than 200 senior matches in total, whether as a Field, Boundary or Goal 
umpire in not less than ten seasons (or former TFL state wide league games).

(e) A combination of the above providing the nominee has provided service in not less than 10 seasons.

For the purpose of paragraphs 7.1.1.a. and 7.1.1.b. a senior match is defined as:

Any game played at the direction of, or in any competition conducted by, the TSL (or former TFL) which the senior team of a TSL club 
participates (or former TFL club); 

OR

Any intra or interstate game.

7.1.2 Life membership shall be conferred on the decision of AFL Tasmania Management following nomination and seconding from 
any two TSL clubs or by the Chief Executive, AFL Tasmania seconded by one of the TSL clubs  

7.1.3 Life membership shall be limited to a maximum of up to three persons per year.

 Nominations for life membership shall be considered by TSL Management up to May 30th of any year.

 Each life member shall receive from the TSL.

(a) A life membership medallion

(b) At the beginning of each TSL football season, an entrance pass to all TSL games (home & away and finals).

7.1.4 Life memberships will be presented at the annual medal presentation dinner each year.

 Note: The above categories are minimum guidelines for consideration when nominating a person or persons.

7.2 PAST PLAYERS AND OFFICIALS ASSOCIATION
Past players and officials whose names are submitted by the Association are entitled to a seasons pass each year, with a limit of five 
(5) from each club.

7.3 LEAGUE MEDALS FOR OUTSTANDING PLAY
The TSL will award a medal for the fairest and best player in each of the seniors and development league competitions. 

7.3.1 Voting

The voting for the two medals is done by the nominated number one umpire in each grade. This umpire awards 3 votes to the 
best player on the ground, then 2 and 1 votes for the next best players. The votes are sealed in an envelope after each game 
and kept in security by the General Manager.

The envelopes are opened and the votes counted by the TSL or the representatives of the TSL.

7.3.2 Ineligibility

Players in both grades are ineligible to win ANY Medal if they have been reported in any sanctioned game in the TSL season 
and subsequently found guilty by the Protests and Disputes Tribunal. 

Players can be found guilty of wrestling and as long as they are only fined or reprimanded they remain eligible for the 
competition medals. Players who also receive a suspended sentence will remain eligible for the competition medals.

7.3.3 Pre- Season Games

Players found guilty and suspended in pre-season games remain eligible to win the competition medals.



8. FOOTYWEB

8.1 TRAINING
All Tasmanian State League Clubs will be required to use the approved software, currently Footyweb to assist with the running of 
football operations of all clubs. All clubs will be required to update their database of players and officials as well as utilizing the system 
to apply for and process clearances, uploading of scores, best players and goal kickers after each home game.

Each club will be trained in the use of Footyweb with a minimum of three people from each club being responsible for the upkeep of 
the Footyweb system. AFL Tasmania will conduct sessions prior to the season to train club delegates in the use of the system.

AFL Tasmania will ensure that each club will be able to access a qualified contact who can assist them in queries about the use of 
Footyweb.

8.2 COMPLIANCE
Each club must ensure they have a minimum of three people who can operate the Footyweb system each year.

Penalty - $100

8.3 NON USE OF FOOTYWEB
Should a club fail to use Footyweb in the manner in which required including the non uploading of game results from home games.

1st offence   Penalty - $100  

2nd offence   Penalty - $200  

All subsequent offences  Penalty - $500  



9. INTERSTATE TRANSFER

REFER TO THE CURRENT NATIONAL GUIDELINES AVAILABLE FROM THE TSL

9.1 GENERAL
(a)  The National Player Transfer Regulations are intended to operate as an agreement between and amongst all State Bodies, State 

Leagues and Community Football Bodies.  In the event that individual State Bodies and/or State Leagues cannot agree on the 
interpretation of the National Player Transfer Regulations, they agree to submit the details of their dispute to the AFL for decision 
which decision shall be final and binding on each of the State Bodies and/or State Leagues.

(b)  In the event that individual Community Football Bodies cannot agree on the interpretation of the National Player Transfer 
Regulations they agree to submit the details of their dispute to the relevant State Body in accordance with the Rules and 
Regulations of the State Body for a decision which decision shall be final and binding on each of the Community Football Bodies.



10. DEVELOPMENT ZONES

10.1 TSL CLUB DEVELOPMENT ZONES

10.1.1 AFL TAS may, from time to time, as the circumstances shall require, define and delineate zones and the boundaries thereof and 
may alter or vary such zones or add new zones. The zones now defined and the boundaries thereof are more particularly set 
forth in the First and Second Schedule to the Player Rules.

 See also the brother/brother rule that may affect the zoned club.

DEVELOPMENT ZONE BOUNDARIES

Burnie

The areas west of the Three Sisters Islands located along the old Bass Highway. A direct line drawn from the Three Sisters Islands to 
Lobster Creek Road (Ulverstone Golf Course located at the end), including Riana and South Riana and the municipal boundaries of 
Burnie City, Wynyard/Waratah, Circular Head, West Coast; plus King Island. 

Devonport

The areas east of the Three Sisters Islands located along the old Bass Highway. A direct line drawn from the Three Sisters Islands to 
Lobster Creek Road (Ulverstone Golf Course located at the end) and the municipal boundaries of Devonport, Latrobe and Kentish. 

Launceston

Western side of the Tamar River from Beauty Point to the intersection of Brisbane St & Wellington St. Western side of Wellington St 
through to Howick St, southern side of Howick St through to High St.

Southern side of David St through to Elphin Rd, southern side of Hoblers Bridge Rd through to St Leonards Rd, western side of St 
Leonards Rd through to Johnston Rd.

Northern side of Johnston Rd through to Midland Highway including Quarantine Rd, eastern side of Midland Highway through to Peel St 
(where it would cross Midland Highway).

Northern side of Peel St through to the roundabout at Stanley St, Eastern side of Stanley St through to Outram St, Northern side of 
Outram St along powerlines through to the Travellers Rest junction with the Meander Valley Highway (including Blackstone Heights), 
then following the South Esk River north from Beams Hollow to the Meander Valley Municipal boundary.

North Launceston

Eastern side of the Tamar River from George Town to the intersection of Bathurst Street & Howick Street. Northern side of Howick 
Street, High Street & David Street through to Elphin Road. Northern side of Hoblers Bridge Road & Eastern side of St Leonards Road 
through to the intersection of St Leonards Road & Abels Hill Road. Southern side of Abel Hills Road through to the Dorset & southern 
town boundary of St Marys.

Prospect Hawks

Southern side of Abel Hills Rd and Johnston Rd within the municipality of the Northern Midlands and up to the southern town boundary 
of St Marys and southern boundary of Ross and Boundary of Kentish council. Southern side of Johnston Rd through to Midland Highway 
including southern side of Quarantine Rd, western side of Midland Highway through to Peel St (where it would cross the Midland Highway).

Southern side of Peel St through to Stanley St roundabout, western side of Stanley St through to Outram St.

Southern side of Outram St along power lines through to the Travellers rest junction with the Meander Valley Highway then following 
the South Esk River North to Beams Hollow and all areas west in the Meander Valley Municpality.

Glenorchy

The region west of the Derwent River and north from Derwent Park Road and including the Derwent Valley north of Dromedary. 

Hobart City

The Hobart Municipality including the suburb known as Lutana and south from Derwent Park Rd / Springfield avenue.

Clarence

The area east of the Derwent River from the Rokeby Fire Station and in a direct line north to and including Brighton, Pontville and 
Mangalore and south of the Bridgewater Bridge.

This zone will also include Cambridge, Campania, Richmond, Woodsdale,  Colebrook and Oatlands. The line to be considered the eastern 
boundary will be the Rokeby Fire Station and Woodsdale.

This zone will also include the suburb commonly known as Tranmere indicated by a line south from the Rokeby Fire Station to Droughty Point.

Tigers

All areas south of the Kingborough / Hobart Municipal boundary.

Lauderdale

East of the Rokeby Fire Station to (but not including) Woodsdale and east to and including Swansea. This zone will also include the 
region known as the Tasman Peninsula.

This zone will not include Oatlands and the line to be considered as the western boundary will be the Rokeby Fire Station and 
Woodsdale.



11. POLICIES

11.1 EXTREME WEATHER POLICY
In accordance with the AFL’s Member Protection Policy.

11.2 RACIAL VILIFICATION AND DISCRIMINATION POLICY
In accordance with the AFL’s Member Protection Policy.

11.3 ANTI-GAMBLING & CORRUPTION POLICY
AFL policy (unless otherwise determined)

11.3.1 Corrupt conduct

 A person must not contrive or attempt to contrive the result of a Match or any aspect of a Match or any Contingency in 
exchange for any bribe, benefit or reward.

11.3.2 No Gambling

A person must not:

(a) bet or wager on any Contingency; 

(b) have an interest in any bet or wager on any Contingency or have someone else place a bet or wager on their behalf;

(c) facilitate or assist the making of a bet or wager on a Contingency; or

(d) without the prior permission of the Football Body, encourage, induce, advertise or promote betting on an Contingency. 

11.3.3 Inside information

 A Person must not disclose or provide any information, advice or opinion to any other person about the teams playing in 
any Match (including but not limited to, the actual or likely composition of the team, player injuries, the form of players and 
tactics), unless the Person can establish to the satisfaction of the Football Body that:

(a) such information was already in the public domain or given in a bona fide media interview; or

(b) the information was not provided in any of the following circumstances:

i. for the purpose of betting or wagering by any person on a Contingency; 

ii. negligently with regard to whether it would be used for betting or wagering by any person on a Contingency; 

iii. for consideration or reward.

11.3.4 Performance on merits

 A Person must at all times perform on their merits, and must not induce or encourage any Person not to perform on their 
merits, in any Match or in relation to any aspect of a Match for any reason whatsoever.

11.3.5 Notification

 Any person who directly or indirectly, formally or informally receives an approach from any other person, corporation or entity, 
to engage in any conduct prohibited by this Policy, must within 24 hours of first receiving such approach, advise and provide a 
written statement containing full details of such approach, to the Football Body.

11.3.6 Powers of the Football Body

 In relation to this Policy, the Football Body shall have the power to:

(a) inquire into, investigate and deal with any matter in connection with this Policy or appoint any other person to do so;

(b) require and obtain production and take possession of all documents, records, articles or things in the possession or control 
of a Person that are relevant to any inquiry or investigation;

(c) refer any matter concerning an alleged breach of this Policy for hearing and determination by a tribunal or other body or 
person appointed for the purpose; and

(d) impose any sanction on any Person contravening this Policy on any terms or conditions seen fit or to otherwise deal with 
such matter in any manner they in their absolute discretion think fit.

11.3.7 Co-operation

 A Person must not:

(a) give any false or misleading evidence to any hearing, investigation or inquiry appeal conducted under this Policy;

(b) refuse or fail to fully co-operate with any investigation conducted by the Football Body under this Policy;

(c) refuse or fail to produce any document, record, article or thing in the Person’s possession or control that are required to be 
produced in accordance with this Policy; 

(d) attempt to commit, or incite another person to commit, or conspire with any other person to commit, or be a party to 
another committing any breach of this Policy.



11.3.8 Sanction       

 Any Person, who does not fully and strictly comply with the provisions of this Policy, shall be dealt with in such manner as the 
Football Body or relevant tribunal in their absolute discretion think fit and without limitation may be fined or suspended from 
participating in any competition administered by the Football Body.

11.3.9 Application

 For the purposes of this Policy:

(a) Club means and Australian football club affiliated to the Football Body;

(b) Contingency means any contingency related to or in any way connected with a Match.

(c) Football Body means the body responsible for the management and conduct of football programs and competitions in 
which the Person participates and includes, but is not limited to the affiliates of the Australian Football League (ACN 004 
155 211) (AFL), including:

- NSW/ACT: AFL (NSW/ACT) Commission Ltd (ACN 086 839 385) 

- NT: AFL (Northern Territory) Ltd (ACN 097 620 525)

- QLD: AFL (Queensland) (ACN 090 629 342)

- SA: South Australian Football League Inc (ABN 59 518 757 737)

- TAS AFL (TAS) (ACN 135 346 986)

- Victoria: Australian Football League (Victoria) (ACN 147 664 579);

- WA: West Australian Football Commission Inc (ABN 51 167 923 136) 

(d) (Affiliated State & Territory Bodies) and the various community bodies who affiliate with (or become a “licensee” or a 
“member" of) Affiliated State & Territory (Community Bodies).

(e) Match means any football match played between or directly or indirectly involving any Clubs; and

(f) Person includes a player, coach, umpire, official or any support personnel associated with a Club.

11.4 ANTI-DOPING POLICY
In accordance with the AFL’s Member Protection Policy.

11.5 LIGHTING FOR NIGHT FOOTBALL POLICY
Minimum Standards 

11.5.1 The following lighting standard is the recommended minimum for the conduct of games for the TSL competition under lights: 
Maintained illuminance: 200 Lux (horizontal) 
Minimum uniformity (U2): 0.5

 Insurance: All Clubs are advised to notify their insurer that night football is to be played at their venue

11.5.2 In the event a ground has existing lighting the following minimum standard may apply, however the Club is expected to make 
every endeavour to achieve the standard a detailed above.  AFL TAS will not sanction a night game below the standard detailed 
below: 
Maintained illuminance: 200 Lux (horizontal) 
Minimum uniformity (U2): 0.5

NOTES: 
Maintained Illuminance

The maintained illumination within the playing arena, on a horizontal plane at ground level, allows for depreciation of the lumen 
output of the lamp and an accumulation of dirt on the floodlights.  It is necessary to make an adjustment to the installed level to 
determine the maintained illuminance.  Although the depreciation of the lamp lumen output will depend on the lamp selected, a 
depreciation factor of approximately 0.8 would apply.  Technical data from the selected lamps will allow specific calculations to be made.  

Uniformity

The distribution of light across the playing surface should be reasonably uniform.  The calculation of uniformity is normally undertaken 
as part of a computer program, but may be defined as:

• Uniformity (U2) = Emin/Eave

• Where Emin is the minimum value of the calculation or measurement grid

• Eave is the average illuminance of the calculation or measurement grid

Measurements

All measurements should be undertaken by an approved contractor who must present a recent calibration certificate for the meters 
used in obtaining the measurements.  Measurements must be undertaken as per AS 2560.

Australian Standard 2620.2.3 – 1986

The TSL lighting standards have been developed using the standards set by AS 2560 as a guide.  However, from a player comfort point 
of view the standards described in AS 2560 are at the lower end of the scale. TSL standards have been increased accordingly and have 
been based on other successful installations around Australia.  



12. DEFINITIONS
In these Rules and Regulations, unless there is something in the subject or context inconsistent therewith, the following expressions 
have the following meanings:

Associate:  In respect of a Player, any of the following -

(a) any parent, adoptive parent, grandparent, brother, sister, uncle, aunt, nephew, niece, lineal descendant or adopted child of the 
Player or his spouse, or the spouse of the Player or any of the foregoing;

(b) a corporation wherein the Player, a person referred to in paragraph (a) or two or more such persons together have a direct or 
indirect beneficial interest in shares the nominal value of which is not less than 10% of the nominal value of the class of issued 
share capital of the corporation in which the shares are comprised;

(c) a partnership in which the Player or any person referred to in paragraph (a) or (b) is a member; and

(d) a trustee of a trust in which the player or any persons referred to in paragraphs (a) or (b) has or may have a beneficial interest.

AFL: Australian Football League.

Authorised Officer: A nominated club person who has the authority to represent the club. 

Calendar Year: The period from January 1st to December 31st (both inclusive).

Closed Period: The period from July 1st to the Monday immediately following the TSL Grand Final (both inclusive) during which players 
cannot be transferred between clubs.

Club: A Club which is a member of the TSL or of an association affiliated with the League.

Reserves Team: A team fielded by a Club in a competition in which all members are registered players at least 15 years of age and 
under the age (to be determined), as at the 31st December in that year, including persons selected as interchange players in such team. 

Development Zone: In respect of each Club, the development zone allocated to that Club pursuant to Schedule 1.

Community/Country Club: A Club which is a member of an association which is affiliated with AFL TAS.

Equivalent Offer: In respect of a player wishing to transfer from one TSL Club to another, an offer in writing made by the Transferor 
Club to the Transferring Player, no less favourable to the Transferring Player than that stated to be offered by the Transferee Club.

Football Payments: In respect of a Player the aggregate value of all money, consideration and other benefits whatsoever that are, in 
any period, given, directly or indirectly to the individual or any Associate of the individual or applied for the benefit of the individual 
in respect of or incidental to the individual's past, present or future services with a Club or in respect of or incidental to the individual's 
reputation and identity as an Australian Football Player or in respect of or incidental to any Agreement which is in substance or effect 
an Agreement to join a Club or refrain from joining any Club.  Without limiting the generality of the foregoing and for the purposes of 
this definition, any money, consideration or benefit given, directly or indirectly, to an individual or to an Associate of the individual or 
applied for the benefit of the individual or any Associate of the individual by the club with which he is, was or may be Player by any 
person acting in concert with the Club or by any person acting pursuant to any Agreement, arrangement or understanding, formal or 
informal, with the Club shall be deemed to be given in respect of the individual's past, present or future services with the Club or in 
respect of the individual's reputation and identity as an Australian Football Player unless the individual and the Club can demonstrate 
that such money, consideration or benefits are given otherwise than in respect of or incidental to such past, present or future services 
with a Club or in respect of or incidental to the individual's reputation and identity as an Australian Football Player or in respect of or 
incidental to any Agreement which is in substance or effect an Agreement to join a Club or to refrain from joining any Club.

Club Salary Cap: The maximum aggregate amount or value of all Football Payments that may be given to or applied for the benefit of 
Players with each Club and Associates of such Players in any Calendar Year.

Football Year: The period from the day after the last Grand Final to be played in any of the competitions conducted by TSL in any year 
to the day of the last such Grand Final in the following year.

Free Agent: Any player over 19 years of age who is not listed by any club. Whether he is registered, contracted or living within a 
particular clubs zone if he is not listed then he is deemed a free agent and able to move to any other club unencumbered.

Ineligible Player: A player who plays in any grade whilst not registered, without a weekly permission form or whilst under 
suspension. 

Interstate Player: A player who, in accordance with the Interstate Player Transfer Regulations of the Australian Football League Limited, 
must receive a transfer pursuant to such regulations before being eligible to play in any of the competitions conducted by the TSL.

Senior Team: A team fielded by a Club in the First twenty two competition conducted by the TSL including all persons selected as 
interchange players in such team.

Permit Committee: The group established by the TSL to deal with all matters pertaining to the transfer and registration of players into 
and out of the TSL competition.

Player: A person who shall have been permitted to be registered to play with a Club which is a member of the TSL, or is bound to a 
club through development zones.

Player List: These players are eligible to play only with that club, unless transferred to another club pursuant to these rules.

State: Any of the States and Territories of the Commonwealth of Australia.

Support Staff: Shall include development league and other grade coaches, skills and assistant coaches, physical education instructors 
and assistants, training and property staff, doctors, team managers, team selectors, team runners, interchange stewards, statisticians, 
and all other persons involved in assisting the Club's teams to compete on the field.

Team: A senior or a development league team.

TSL Arbitrator: A person appointed by TSL Management to arbitrate on any matter referred to him pursuant to these Rules and Regulations.

TSL Management: TSL General and Operations Managers

Written Notice: To include notice hand-written or typed or sent by email, telex, facsimile or computer system printout.

Development Zones: As defined in Rule 5.8.


